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arbitrarythree-dimensionalinletswith or withoutcenterbodiesfor four
fundamentalflowconditions:unitonsetflowsparallelto eachof the coord-
inateaxesplus staticoperation.The computingtimeis scarcelylongerthan
for a singlesolution.A linearsuperpositionof thesesolutionsquiterigor-
ouslygivesincompressibleflowaboutthe inletfor any angleof attack,
angleof yaw, andmass flowrate. Compressibilityis accountedfor by apply-
ing a well-provencorrectionto the incompressibleflow. Sincethe computing
timesfor the combinationand the compressibilitycorrectionare small,flows
at a largenumberof inletoperatingconditionsare obtainedrathercheaply.
Geometricinputis aidedby an automaticgeneratingprogram.A numberof
graphicaloutputfeaturesare providedto aid the user,includingsurface
streamlinetracingand automaticgenerationof curvesof constantpressure,
Nach number,and flowinclinationat selectedinletcrosssections.This
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3.0 GENERALDESCRIPTIONOF THE METHOD
The computerprogramthathas beenconstructedforanalyzingflow in and
aboutthe forwardportionsof nonaxisymmetricengineinletsappliesto nonround
inlets,inletswith curvedcenterlines,and scoopinlets.The rangeof operating
conditionsto whichthemethodis applicableis essentiallyunrestrictedexcept
thatthe flowat largedistancesmust be subsonicwithrespectto the inlet.
Generallyspeaking,the presentmethodmay be considereda generalizationof
thatof Stockman(Ref.l),whichis restrictedto axisymmetricgeometries.
No attempthas beenmade to developnew physicalor mathematicaltheories.
Instead,well-provencomputationaltechniqueshavebeenassembledin a newway.
The maincriterionused in assemblingthismethodhas beennumericalefficiency
with specialemphasison the casewheresolutionsfor a fairlylargenumberof
distinctoperatingconditionsfor a givengeometryare desired.A secondmajor
considerationhas beento assuremaximumutilityfor usersof theprocedure.
This has beenaccomplishedby providinga geometrygeneratingprogramto facili-
tateinputand certaingraphicaloutputoptionsto displaythe calculatedflow
quantitiesin a mannershownby experienceto be useful.
3.1 The PanelMethod
The basiccalculationaltool is a panelmethodfor calculatinginviscid
incompressibleliftingflowaboutarbitraryconfigurations(Ref.2). In
recentyearsthe use of panelmethodshas grownto the pointwhereat leastthe
simpler,olderversionsare now standardaerodynamicdesigntools. Moreover,
the literatureon panelmethodshas increasedin a similardegree. Accordingly,
detailsof the panelmethodare not givenhere,but onlysomeaspectsthatare
particularlyimportantfor the presentapplicationare discussed.
The body aboutwhichflow is to be calculatedis inputto the computerby
meansof the coordinatesof a set of pointslyingon the bodysurface.These
pointsare usedto forma largenumberof quadrilateral"panels,"whichformthe
discreterepresentationof the body. An exampleis shownin Figure4. On each
panelthereis a surfacesourcedistributionwhosestrengthis initiallyunknown.
The calculationalprocedureformsa largefullmatrixthatrepresentsthe
aerodynamicinfluencesof the panelsourceson eachother. A matrixequationis
thensolved,whichexpressesthe conditionthatthe totalflowaboutthe body
must havezero normalvelocityat one pointof each panel. That is, the source
strengthson the panelsare adjustedto cancelthe normalcomponentsof what-
everonsetflowor flowenvironmentis incidentto the body. Eachrightsideof
the linearequationscorrespondsto a particularonsetflow,andyieldsa com-
pleteset of panelsourcestrengthsand thusa completeflowaboutthe body. The
aerodynamicinfluencematrixdependsonlyon the geometryof the body. If,as
in the presentprogram,a directmatrixsolutionis used,solutionsfor several
flowsaboutthe bodymay be obtainedin essentiallythe samecomputingtimeas a
singlesolution.
Becausepanelsare placedon the actualsurfaceof the body,ratherthanon
someinteriorsurface,themethoddescribedaboveis applicableto arbitrarycon_
figurationswith no restrictionsto slenderbodiesor smallflowperturbations.
Moreover,themethodis numericallyexactin the sensethatany degreeof accuracy
may be obtainedby usinga sufficientlylargenumberof panels. The key calcula-
tionalefficiencyof a panelmethod,as opposedto, say,a finite-difference
method,is thatthe formerneednot solvefor the entireflowfield,but canobtain
the flowonlyon the surfaceif desired. Flowat off-bodylocationscan thenbe
generatedonlywhereit is of interest,e.g.,at certaininteriorcrosssections.
3.2 The Techniqueof Superpositionof FundamentalSolutions
The basicpanel-methodcalculationalefficiencyas describedaboveis aug-
mentedin the inletapplicationby additionalefficienciesarisingfromuse of
the techniqueof superpositionof fundamentalsolutionsto obtainflowsat vari-
ous inletoperatingconditions.Fora simpleclosedbody in incompressible
flowthe operatingconditionis definedby the magnitudeand directionof the
flowat largedistances.Thus thereare threeparameters:anglesof attackand
yaw, and velocitymagnitude.An inlet,however,containscomplicatedinternal
machinerythatcontrolsthe amountof fluidthatentersthe inlet. It is not post
sibleor evendesirablefor the panelmethodto analyzethismachineryin detail.
Instead,its effectis lumpedintoa singleparameter,massflowthroughthe inlet.
Thus,in incompressibleflowthe operatingconditionof an inletis definedby
fourparameters.In compressibleflowthereis a fifthparameterdefiningcompres-
sibility,e.g.soundspeedor totaltemperature.
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To analyzethe flowaboutthe inlet,the forwardportionof the inlet,
whichis the regionwherethe flow is of interest,is artificiallyextendedby
meansof a longafterbodywithconstantinnerand outercrosssections,as shown
in Figurel(a). The afterbodyis openat the downstreamend. A forwardlocation
is selectedby the userand the interiorcrosssectionthereis desiqnatedthe
controlstationwheremass flowis evaluated.Oftenthe propellerplaneor the
compressorface is chosenas the controlstation. Fourfundamentalflow solu-
tionsarecalculated.The firstthreeare illustratedin FigureI. Incompres-
sibleflowaboutthe inletwith its extensionis calculatedby the panelmethod







I V (ANGLEOF ATTACK)
(c) Pure angle of attack and pure yaw
FigureI. Threefundamentalflowsolutionsfor three-dimensionalinlets.
for threeinclinationsof the uniformonsetflowat largedistances:(I)0° angle
of attackandyaw, (2)900 angleof attackwith0° angleof yaw, and (3)900 angle
of yaw with0° angleof attack.Massflowfor thesethreefundamentalflowsare evalu-
atedat the controlstation. In general,thesecannotbe predictedin advance,but
whatevervaluesare computedsimplymustbe accepted.Usuallythemass flowsfor
flows(2)and (3)are nearzero. The abovethreefundamentalflowsmay be linearly
combinedto givethe flowaboutthe inletat any angleof attackand any angleof
yaw, but themass flowwillalwaysbe nearlyequalto thatof flow (1). To con-
trolmassflowa fourthfundamentalflow is required.
The fourthfundamentalflow is the incompressibleflowaboutthe extended
inletin staticoperation,i.e.,zeroflowat largedistancebut a finitemass
flowat the controlstation. This is obtainedas illustratedin Figure2 which
also showsthe N-linesof inputpointsand the liftingstripsutilizedby the
panelmethod(Ref.2). A knowndistributionof vorticityis placedon the
panelledinletsurfacein sucha way thatclosedvortexlinesrunaroundthe
inletcrosssections- bothinteriorand exterior. (Anaxisymmetricinlethas
ringvorticityorientedexactlyon the circularcrosssections.)The vorticity
strengthis constantin thedirectionparallelto the longafterbody,i.e.,in
the axialor streamdirection.The variationof vorticitystrengthcircumfer-
.entially"around"the inlet,i.e.,fromone liftingstripto another,may be
specifiedby the userif he desires,but the strengthis normallytakenconstant
whichis definitelythe standardoption. Possiblybetterresultswouldbe
LIFTINGSTRIP
OF PANELS
_z',,. _-N-LINES OF INPUTPOINTS
- " / I I/
'c\c\c\ o ,,.c \ c, .c \ c
.._ _-- NDVORTICITY
y x
Figure2. Use of surfacevorticityto obtaina solutionfor a three-dimensional
inletin staticoperation.
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obtained for an unusual inlet geometry using a "circumferentially" varying
vorticity strength, but this is up to the user to determine. In any case, the
normal velocity on the inlet surface due to the vorticity distribution is not
zero, and source distributions on the panels are also required. The vorticity
field provides one more onset flow to the inlet and one more right side of the
normal-velocity matrix equations. The resulting solution is a fourth flow
about the inlet. It can be shown that for a sufficiently long afterbody this
flow represents the inlet in static operation. There is a constant uniform
flow interior to the inlet at a sufficient distance from the entrance, On the
exterior surface the flow velocity falls to zero with increasing distance from
the entrance, as indeed it does in all directions in the fluid.
Thus the same mechanism, i.e. vorticity, that is used to produce lift in
reference 2 is used here to regulate mass flow. In the lifting application, the
vorticity strengths on the lifting strips are determined by the Kutta condition.
In the inlet application the distribution of vorticity is prescribed and the
total strength is adjusted to give the desired mass flow.
The four fundamental flow solutions may be linearly combined to give the
incompressible flow about the inlet at any operating condition. Specifically,
the four combination constants are determined so as to yield any prescribed
values of: (a) angle of attack, (b) angle of yaw, (c) freestream velocity, and
(d) mass flow at the control station. For incompressible potential flow the
validity of this superposition is not approximate but is exact. The computational
effort required to perform the combination for a particular set of operating con-
ditions is a small fraction of that required for the original panel-method cal-
culation. Thus solutions for large numbers of operating conditions may be
obtained quite cheaply. In the inlet program provision has been made for perma-
nent storage of the four fundamental flow solutions, so that additional solutions
may be obtained easily at future times. Not only may additional operating con-
ditions be specified, but the location of the control station may be changed,
and additional interior cross sections may be designated where it is desired to
know the flow field.
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Sincethe computingtimeforthe panelmethodis much lessthanthat
requiredfora finite-differencesolutioneven fora singleoperatingcondition,
it is estimatedthat if severaloperatingconditionsare of interest,the
presentprogramis fasterthana finite-differencem thodby two ordersof mag-
nitude. Thisnumericalefficiencyis realizedbecausethe mainflowcalcula-
tionof the presentprogramis incompressible.Thusthe practicalityof this
programdepends,in an essentialway,on the availabilityof an accurateand
generalcompressibilitycorrectionthatmay be applieda posteriori.That is,
it is crucialthata meansbe availablefor obtainingcompressibleflowaboutan
inletfromthe incompressibleflowaboutthe same inlet,as opposedto, say,a
stretchedversionof the inlet.
3.3 The CompressibilityCorrection
The compressibilitycorrectionusedin the presentprogramis thatof
Leibleinand Stockman(Ref.3). Themathematicaldetailsare containedin the
referencesandwill not be repeatedhere. However,a generaldescriptionof the
procedureappearsto warrantinclusion.
The Leiblein-Stockmancompressibilitycorrectionis a correlationbased on
empiricalobservation. The correlationwas deducedfrom a comparisonof exact
solutionsfor the compressibleand incompressibleflows in a turbinestator pas-
sage. Strictly,the correctionappliesto internalflows, but it has been
extendedto external flows as well.
Physically,the correctionconsistsof one-dimensionalcompressibleflow
in the predominantflow direction. Specifically,the compressibletotal-to-
static densityratio is obtainedfrom one-dimensionalflow considerations. This
requiresonly the flow passagearea, the inlet mass flow, and the total temper-
ature. This one-dimensionaldensityratio is then modified by the ratio of local
incompressiblevelocityto the averageincompressiblevelocityat that particular
axial station. The local incompressiblevelocityis obtainedat each point by
combiningthe four fundamentalflow solutions. The averageincompressible
velocitymay be obtainedeither from the incompressiblesolutionor from one-
dimensionalincompressibleflow. For points in the interiorof the inlet, the
lO
key quantity in this correlation is the flow passage area, which is automatically
calculated by the program from the inlet geometry. At points on the exterior of
the inlet an alternate procedure is employed.
Of course the key issue determining the validity of using a compressibility
correction of this sort is how well it predicts compressible flow as obtained
experimentally. The Leiblein-Stockman correction is exceptionally well verified
in this regard (Refs. I, 3, 4). Indeed it appears to have attained the status
of a routine procedure. While all previous work has been done with round inlets,
excellent comparisons with experiment have been obtained at large angles of
attack-at least 75° -where the flow is essentially three-dimensional in nature.
Rather than repeat the comparisons contained in the references, a new comparison
is presented here. Figure 3 compares calculated and experimental static-to-total
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Figure 3. Comparison of calculated and experimental static-to-total pressure
ratio distributions on the windward side of an inlet operating condi-
tion at which the flow is supercritical.
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pressureratioson the surfaceof an inletat 75o angleof attack. Theagree-
ment is excellentevenat the pressurepeakwherethe localMach numberis 1.32.
Thisillustratesthe validityof the compressibilitycorrectionfor shock-free
flowswith significantsupersonicregions.
3.4 GeometricSpecificationof the Inlet
Forgoodaccuracythe surfaceof the inletmust be specifiedby a rather
largenumberof points- largerthan is neededfor purelyexternalflows. To
minimizethe effortrequiredof the userof the inletprogram,a geometrypack-
age has been incorporatedintoit. Thisgeometrypackagehas a widerangeof
capabilitiesand is applicableto a much largerclassof problemsthan inlets
(Refs.6, 7). In the presentapplicationthe geometrypackageallowsthe user
to inputa relativelysmallnumberof pointsdefiningthe inletand centerbody.
Moreover,extremecare in distributingthe pointsneednot be taken. The
routineenrichesthe pointnumberand redistributesthe pointsaccordingto one
of a numberof algorithms.Graphicaloutputof the pointsallowsthe userto
approvethe distributionbeforeproceedingwiththe relativelyexpensiveflow
calculation.Alternatively,the usermay electto enrichthe pointnumberand
continueto completethe flowcalculationin a singlecomputerrun. An example
of the use of the geometrypackageis shownin Figure4, whichpresentsthe input
pointdistributionand the enricheddistributionfor a typicalcase.
3.5 Symmetry
It is anticipatedthatmost inletswill havea planeof symmetry.Accord-
ingly,provisionhas beenmade to takeadvantageof thisconditionto reduce
bothcomputingtimeand the amountof requiredinputdata. One halfthe bodyis
definedby points,and the reflectedhalfis accountedfor internally.There
are two aerodynamicinfluencematrices- one matrixforflowswherethe values
of the sourcedensitieson symmetricallylocatedpanelsare equaland another
matrixfor flowswherethesevaluesare equaland of oppositesign. Of the four
fundamentalflowsolutions,all use the firstmatrixexceptthatcorrespondingto




Figure 4. Use of the geometry package to obtain input data for the inlet program.
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Even though only half the inlet is input, probably most users prefer
graphical output for the complete inlet. Therefore, this has been made the
standard option, both for the inlet geometry (Fig. 4) and the calculated flow
results. Results for the other half of the inlet are generated internally,
including cases with yaw where the combined numerical values are not symmetric.
3.6 Graphical Output Options
The main tabular output of the inlet program consists of local flow proper-
ties, e.g., velocity, pressure, Mach number, etc., at one point of each of the
panels on the inlet's surface and at points on sections across the interior of
the inlet. To aid the user in evaluating this rather formidable amount of data,
two graphical output options have been provided. These are the surface stream-
line option and the cross-section option.
The user may specify a set of points on the surface of the inlet and/or its
centerbody through which streamlines are to be constructed. The program calcu-
lates these streamlines - in both upstream and downstream directions if desired.
It then graphically displays the streamline trajectories against the panel
representation of the inlet. Viewing angles may be specified by the user, and
a number of angles may be input simultaneously. Either orthographic (parallel)
projection or perspective projection may be selected. A second type of graph




An interiorcrosssectionof the inletis definedby a pointand a vector.
The programdefinesa planethroughthe pointwhosenormalis the givenvector,
calculatesthe regionof this planeboundedby its intersectionwiththe inter-
iorof the inletand the centerbody,and automaticallydistributesfieldpoints
throughouthis region. Forany inletoperatingcondition,flow is calculated
at the fieldpoints,and an interpolationproceduredefinescurvesof constant
valueof variousflowquantities:pressure,Machnumber,flowangle. A user
may specifyseveralcrosssectionsif he desires. The particularoutineused
for constructingcontoursof equalvalueis quitegeneral. In particulara
contourof someparticularvaluemay consistof morethanone disjointportion.
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4.0 GENERALREQUIREMENTSOF THE GEOMETRICINPUT
The present program has been built around that of references 2 and 5,
which is designed for lifting wings and wing-fuselages. The geometric input
requirements reflect this ancestry. Moreover, to prevent the logic of the
Flow Passage Area Calculation from growing too complicated, certain restrictions
on the complexity of the inlet calculation have been assumed.
The inlet program is designed for configurations of the type illustrated
in Figure 4: a single isolated cowl or inlet either with or without a single
disjoint centerbody. Additional surfaces such as slats, vanes, or additional
inlets (say an inlet within an inlet) will cause the logic of the Flow Passage
Area Calculation and, probably also the Cross Section Calculation, to fail.
In the logical scheme of the lifting panel method the inlet (cowl) is a
lifting body on which surface vorticity is placed, and the centerbody is a non-
lifting body which has no vorticity. Both bodies are specified to the computer
by means of coordinates of a set of points that define their surfaces. These
points are organized by means of so-called N-lines, as indicated in Figure 2
and described in reference 2. Basically, an N-line is a curve in the body surface
connecting successive input points. Thus points are input N-line by N-line. In
the inlet program the N-lines are not cross sections at a given axial station but
rather are curves at a given circumferential location that traverse the bodies in
the axial or streamwise direction.
Specifically, the first point of each N-line lies at the most aft (down-
stream) location of the extended afterbody (Figures 2 and 4). Moreover this
point is on the interior surface of the inlet. Successive input points on the
N-line proceed forward (upstream) along the interior of the inlet, go around the
lip, and then proceed aft (downstream) along the exterior surface to the end of
the afterbody. The last input on the N-line is a so-called wake point. It is
assumed that at the aft end of the afterbody the inlet centerline is straight.
The direction from the second-to-last point on an N-line to the last (wake)
point should be parallel to the local centerline direction. On the centerbody
the first point on each N-line is at the nose and successive points proceed aft
(downstream) to the end of the afterbody. Thus, inlet N-lines both begin and
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end at the end of the afterbody,whilecenterbodyN-linesbeginat the frontand
proceedto the rear. The orderof inputof N-lineson boththe inletand the
centerbodyis clockwiseas viewedby an observerat upstreaminfinity.
EveryN-lineon the inletmust havethe samenumberof points. EveryN-line
on the centerbodyalsomusthavethe samenumberof points,but thisnumbermay
be differentfromthatof the inletN-lines. It is required,however,thatboth
the inletand the centerbodyhavethe samenumberof N-lines.
If one planeof symmetryis utilized,thismust be the y = 0 plane,and
pointsmust be inputin the planeto obtaina closedsurface.Thus the first
and lastN-linesof boththe inletand the centerbodymust lie in the y = 0
plane.
In all casesthe GeometryPackageof references6 and 7, whichhas been




There are basically two main modes of operation of the inlet program. The
first begins with the geometric input data and produces the Fundamental Solutions
of Sections 3.2 and 6.0. This is the time-consuming portion of the calculation.
Its logical structure is illustrated in Figure 5. Once the fundamental solu-
tions have been generated, they can be saved indefinitely to produce flow solu-
tions at any future time. Thus the expensive part of the calculation need only
be done once for each inlet configuration. The second mode of operation begins
with values of the physical quantities that define an inlet operating condition
and produces a complete flow solution for that condition. It is illustrated in
Figure 6, particularly 6c. The first two parts of Figure 6 illustrate the Flow
Passage Area and Cross Section Calculations that are performed at the same time.
It is possible to run the program all the way through both modes in a single
computer run, but this probably will not be the standard mode of operation. In



























(b) Cross-Section and Control Station Program
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Figure 6. Logic of calculating flow at a specified inlet operating condition
from the fundamental flow solutions.
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6.0 PROCEDUREFORNONSYMMETRICCASES
6.1 Basic Potential-Flow Program
This program is very similar to the ordinary lifting panel method of ref-
erence 2. It differs: (I) in replacing the Kutta condition by a mass flow
condition, (2) in the procedure for cases with symmetry, and (3) in the computa-
tion and storage of individual flow solutions.
Solutions are obtained for three uniform onset flows, one parallel to each
coordinate axis. Thus the flow components are: (I, O, 0), (0, O, I) and
(0, I, 0). A solution is also obtained corresponding to a uniform vorticity on
each lifting strip. If there is no symmetry, all solutions use the same matrices
Vij and Aij, representing velocity at the ith control point due to a unit
source density on the jth panel (see reference 2 for detailed definitions).
Source density solutions are obtained for the three uniform and L non-
uniform vorticity onset flows, where L is the number of lifting strips. These
are denoted a_k).," j = I, 2, ..., N, k : I, 2, ...,last L.
The L sets of source densities for the vorticity solutions are combined
into a single set by assigning the relative vorticity strengths Btk],""
k = I, 2, ..., L. There are two options:
I. Constant option: All the vorticity strengths B(k) are simply set
equal to unity.
2. Input option: A set of L numbers B(k) are input.
In either case the sets of _ are combined by the formula:
L
(s) B(k)ok) j : l 2, , (I)_j : . , ' ...,
k=l
where the subscript j denotes values on the jth panel and N is the total
number of panels. This set --_s) is denoted the static solution. There are
thus four sets of source densities and four onset flow velocities: one for
each of the three uniform flows and one for the static solution. The onset flow





-Io are the onset flows for the individual strip vorticity solutions.
These source densities and onset flow velocities are used with the influ-
ence coefficient matrices in the usual way to obtain on-body and off-body vel-
ocities. The new feature is that this is done for all four individual flows.
These velocity distributions, and source densities for the individual flows form
the fundamental solution data set. After these solutions have been stored, the
matrices Vij and Aij are destroyed,
6.2 Cross Sections and Control Station
The cross sectionand controlstationprogramfurnishessets of off-body
points to the program. Say there are C cross sectionsspecified,each with P
points. Moreover,each cross sectionhas its own normal vector. Velocitiesat
each of the CP off-bodypoints are calculatedfor each of the four onset flows.
.-).
For each point this involvescalculatinga new row of the Vij matrix including
the vorticityonset flows, and then performingsummationsof the form
N
f) V.._!f) + (3)13 3 1o
j=l
source densities a_f)v"and onset flows .(f)Viofrom the fundamentalusing the
solutiondata set. The complete set of: off-body points,flow velocities,
boundarypoints (wherethe cross-sectionintersectsthe on-bodyN-lines),areas,
normal vectorsand mass flows at each cross sectioncomprisethe cross section
and control stationdata set. The areas and mass flows are obtainedby numerical
integration. One particularcross sectionis specifiedas the controlstation,
and data for it are used in the combinationprogram.
6.3 Combination Program (Excluding Mach Number)
To obtain an incompressible combined solution, the basic input consists of:
angle of attack =, angle of yaw B, freestreamvelocity V and mass flow
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Q at the controlstation. The combinedvelocity(orsourcedensity)formula
is
:(oo  Io oIVi = V {cos_ cosBV + sin_vi + cos_ sing ] + (4)
The Vi's on the right are the individualfundamentalsolutions. The single
constant B is evaluatedfrom the mass flow Q at the controlstationby
BQ(s) = Q - V {cos_ cosBQ(I00)+ sin_Q(001)+ cos_ sinBQ(010)] (5)
where the Q's are the individualmass flows from the control stationdata set.
After an incompressiblecombinedvelocityhas been calculatedas above, a
compressibilitycorrectionis appliedif a nonzeroMach number has been speci-
fied. The flow passageprogramcalculatesa flow passagearea for every on-body
and cross-sectionpoint. For each point this area is used togetherwith
the incompressiblevelocity in a compressibilitycorrectionprogramto yield '
compressiblevelocityand pressure. A normal output is accomplishedfor each
Mach number. These calculationsare discussedin subsequentsections.
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7.0 PROCEDUREFORSYMMETRIC ASES
The symmetry procedure for inlets differs in two important respects from
the symmetry procedures for an ordinary lifting case: the use of two flow
matrices and the generation of twice the usual amount of output. This section
refers to the nonsymmetric description (Section 6.0) for all portions of the
calculation that are similar.
7.1 Input and Geometric Output
As is done in the ordinary lifting panel method of reference 2, only the
half-body for which y _ 0 is input, and the tabular output of control points,
etc., i.e., the basic geometric quantities, is for the half-body. However, the
graphical output (if any) is for the complete body, so before entering the
graphics program the other half of the body is generated by reflection. Each
reflected panel is obtained from a basic (input) panel by changing the signs
of five geometric quantities (reference 2). Each input section has its corres-
ponding reflected section. Thus there is twice as much geometry entering the
graphics program as was input.
7.2 Basic Potential-Flow Program
The major change here is that two complete Vii and Aij are calculated
and stored: one calculated by the procedure for a plus symmetry plane and one
for a minus sjn_netry plane. These correspond, respectively, to flows that are sym-
metric and antisymmetric about the symmetry plane. These are calculated together.
After a Vii has been calculated for both a panel and its reflection, the two
influences are added to get the influence appropriate to a plus symmetry plane
and subtracted to obtain the influence appropriate to a minus plane. Both are
saved in different places, so that finally the plus and minus Vii and Aij
matrices are stored separately. All matrices are of order N, where N is the
number of input panels (half the body).
The vorticity onset flows are calculated by the procedure appropriate to a
plus symmetry plane only. They are summedin the manner of Section 6.1 to
obtain a static onset flow.
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The fundamentalflowsolutions,sourcedensityand velocity,are obtained
in the usualway usingthe plusmatrixforall flowsexceptthe uniformonset
flow (0,l, O) whichcorrespondsto pureyaw and usingtheminusmatrixfor
thatone flow. In particular,the plusmatrixis usedfor the two uniformonset
flows(l,O, O) and (0,O, l) and for the staticonsetflow. Eachflowsolution
is onlyfor the half-bodythatwas input,i.e. N on-bodypointsand off-body
pointshaving y > O.
7.3 Cross-Sectionsand ControlStations
Off-bodypoints,normalvectorsand boundarypointsarecalculatedas in
the nonsymmetricasebut onlyfor y > O. Whencalculatingvelocityinfluences
m
fromthe Vij matricesbothplusandminusinfluencesmust be calculated.The
minusinfluences(matrixrow)are usedwith the solutionfor the flow (0,l, O)
and the plusinfluencesfor all otherfundamentalsolutions.The cross-section
and controlstationdataset is generatedin the usualway,exceptthe computed
areasare doubled,andmass flows Qk are doubledexceptforthe (0,l, O)
solutionwherethemass flowis set equalto zero.
7.4 CombinationProgram(ExcludingMach Number)
The combinationconstant B is determinedas in the nonsymmetricase,
equation(5). The combinedincompressiblevelocityis obtainedfromthe funda-
mentalflowsolutionsby equation(4)for thecontrolpointsof the input (y_ O)
panels. Anothercompletesetof outputis producedforthe controlpointsof the
reflectedpanels. The geometryof the reflectedpanelis obtainedby changingcer--
tainsigns. In particularthe reflectedcontrolpointcoordinatesare Xo' -Yo'
zo and thenormalvectoris nx, -ny,nz, wherethe unsignedquantitiesare
for the inputpanel.
The velocity componentsat the reflectedcontrol point are obtained from
equation (4) using the same fundamentalflow componentsbut with certain sign







The flowpassageprogrammustbe alteredto reflectsymmetryand to compute
flowpassageareafor bothbasic(input)and reflectedpanels. The flow
passageareacorrespondingto the controlpointof a reflectedpanelis set
equalto the flowpassageareacorrespondingto the associatedbasicpanel.
Compressiblevelocitiesand pressuresare thencomputedfor bothbasicand
reflectedpanelsin the sameway as for a nonsymmetricase.




The compressibility correction of reference 3 requires a flow passage area
to be associated with each point where compressible velocities are to be com-
puted. At points interior to an axisymmetric inlet (either on or off the
surface), the proper choice of such an area is straightforward. It is the area
of the circular cross section of the interior of the inlet at the axial location
of the point in question. The area may be constructed geometrically by passing
a plane through the point in question normal to the axis of sj_nmetry of the
inlet and then finding the intersection of this plane with the interior surface
of the inlet. If a centerbody is present, its intersection with the plane is
also computed. The flow passage area is then the area contained within the
closed curve defining the inlet intersection minus the area contained with the
closed curve defining the centerbody intersection.
Determination of the flow passage area for interior points of a three-
dimensional inlet is also straightforward and indeed can be accomplished by
essentially the above procedure provided: (I) the inlet (and centerbody) has a
straight centerline and (2) the inlet highlight lies in a plane perpendicular
to the centerline. In such cases the centerline plays the role of the symmetry
axis in the construction of the previous paragraph. However, for general three-
dimensional inlets, e.g., inlets with curved centerlines or scoop inlets, the
proper definition of the flow passage area is not obvious. In constructing the
present program it was decided that the program would automatically calculate
flow passage areas for all interior points and that this calculation would be
entirely geometrical. To accomplish this it was necessary to assume that the
inlet highlight lies approximately in a plane, although the orientation of this
plane is arbitrary. The centerline of the inlet is defined by the user who
inputs a set of centerline points.
At points exterior to the inlet (either on or off the surface) the concept
of flow passage area becomes less significant and its definition somewhat
arbitrary. Nevertheless, flow passage areas have been defined for points on
the surface in a manner that has yielded reasonable compressible velocities in
a limited number of preliminary cases. The program automatically calculates
these areas. Selection of flow passage areas for exterior off-body points is
currently an unsolved problem.
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The remainingsubsectionsof Section8.0 presentthe detailsof the flow
passageareacalculation.
8.1 Organizationof the Input
The restrictionson the bodygeometryand the orderof inputare set forth
in Section4.0. The resultis a configurationas shownin Figure7. Specifi-
cally,thereis one inlet(liftingbody)and eitherone or no centerbody
(nonliftingbody). The N-lineson the inletare inputfromlowersurface
"trailingedge"to leadingedgeto uppersurface"trailingedge." In this
contextthe lowersurfaceis insidethe inlet,and the uppersurfaceis outside.
Thus,for example,the top of the inlet- bothinsideand outside- is a single
N-line,and the bottom- bothinsideand outside- is a differentN-line,as
shownin Figure7. All N-lineson the centerbody(ifany)are assumedto start
at a certain"initialpoint"and to proceeddownstream.Thus,in particular,
the top and bottomof the centerbodyare differentN-lines.
The centerlineof the inletis inputas a set of pointsandnormal
vectorsbeginningwith a certaininitialpointand continuingdownstream
(Figure7). Whilenormallythe inputcenterlinecorrespondsto the physical
centerline,it neednot. The inputcenterlineis a devicefor calculatingflow
passageareas. In particular,the initialcenterlinepointand vectordefinethe
inletlipor highlight.
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The basic calculational unit is a subroutine that takes a segmented line
(N-line) and finds the point of intersection with a plane: the coordinates of
the intersection and the number of the segment it is on. The plane is defined
by a point and a normal vector. The routine also has the capability of comput-
ing the area bounded by a set of intersection points obtained for several
N-lines.
8.3 Initial Centerline Point
The initial centerline point and its vector are key input quantities.
Together they define a plane whose intersection curve with the inlet defines
inside and outside. More specifically, this plane should intersect the panels
on each side (interior and exterior) of the inlet highlight. This is easy to
arrange if the inlet has a highlight that lies in a plane all around the inlet.
The plane of the initial centerline point then is parallel and slightly down-
stream. If the inlet highlight is not plane, the plane of the initial center-
line point should be as near the highlight as possible and should intersect
the inlet all the way around. More specifically the plane defined by the initial
centerline point and its normal vector must have exactly two intersection points
on each N-line of the inlet, otherwise the calculation ceases with an error
message. For the centerbody there is either one intersection point on each
N-line or there are no intersection points on any N-line. The Intersection Pro-
gram calculates the plane's intersection points with all N-lines.
8.4 Interior and Exterior Points of the Inlet
Points on all N-lines are classified as either interior or exterior
and a designation must be added to the data describing each control point. On
the inlet for each N-line the one of the two intersection points that is closer
to the initial centerline point is designated an interior N-line point. Iben,
on the strip of panels adjacent (following) the N-line, the control point of
the panel adjacent to the segment containing the closer intersection point is
designated the "last interior control point." (If the k-th segment of the
N-line contains the intersection point, the control point of the k-th element
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of the stripis the desiredone.) It and all preceedingcontrolpointsof the
stripare labelledinterior.All succeedingcontrolpointsof the stripare
labelledexterior.
If thereare no intersectionpointswith the N-linesof the center-
body,thenall controlpointsof thecenterbodyare labelledinterior.If there
is an intersectionpointon one segmentof eachN-lineof the centerbody,the
controlpointof the paneladjacentto thatsegmentis denotedthe "first
interiorcontrolpoint." It and all succeedingcontrolpointsof the stripare
labelledinterior.All preceedingcontrolpointsare labelledexterior.
8.5 InitialFlowPassageArea
For the inlet,the interiorintersectionpoints(interiorN-linepoints)are
collectedintoone listand the exteriorintersectionpointsintoanotherlist.
(Theselastare the intersectionpointson eachN-linefurtherfromthe center-
linepoint.) Usingthe intersectionprogram,areasare computedfor boththese
setsof points: the interiorarea Ai and the exteriorAe. If thereare
intersectionpointsof the planewith the centerbody,the areaenclosedby these
pointsis called Ac. Define
AFp = Ai - Ac (6)
A_p = Ae - Ac
If thereare no intersectionpointswith the centerbodythen
AFp = Ai (7)
A_p = Ae
Nextarc lengthsare computedalongN-linesfromthe initialpointto the
intersectionpoints: the interiorand the exteriorpointson eachN-lineof
the inletand the point(ifany)on eachN-lineof the centerbody.Fora segment
containingan intersection,the arc lengthup to the firstpointof that segment
is givenby themethodof reference2. The additionalarc lengthto be added
to get the arc lengthof the intersectionpointis foundby computingthe usual
straightlinedistancebetweenthe intersectionand the firstpointof the segment.
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The area A_p is associatedwiththe arc lengthscorrespondingto the
exteriorintersectionforall N-linesof the inlet. The area AFp is associ-
atedwiththe arc lengthscorrespondingto the interiorintersectionfor all
N-linesof thegnlet and also forall N-linesof the centerbody,if any.
8.6 SuccessiveFlowPassageAreas
The procedureof Sections8.3,8.4,8.5 aboveis repeatedfor all of the
imputcenterlinepoints. A planeis passedthrougheachcenterlinepointhaving
itsnormalvectoridenticalwiththe centerlinetangentvector. Interiorand
exteriorintersectionpointsare foundon eachN-lineof the inletand a single
intersectionpointon eachN-lineof the centerbody (ifapplicable).The
areas AFp and A_p are calculatedfrom (6)or (7)and associatedwith the
arc lengthscorrespondingto the intersections(interiorand exterior)on the
inletN-linesand the centerbodyN-linesas describedin Section8.5. Thus,








Figure8. Possibilitiesof the centerbody.
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There are four possibilitiesfor the locationof the centerbody,some of
which requireslightlydifferentlogic.
a. No Centerbody: This case is identifiedby input flag. Equation (7)
is used for all points of the inlet, and, of course,no area table is constructed
for the centerbody.
b. CenterbodyAbreastof Inlet Highlight: This case is identifiedby the
fact that the intersectionsof the centerbodyN-lineswith the initialcenterline
plane occur on the first segmentsof those N-lines. Equations(6) are used for
all intersectionpoints,and a table of area versus arc length is preparedfor
each N-line of the centerbodyusing the areas of (6). Tables for the centerbody
have the same length as those for the inlet N-linesexcept for the one additional
exterior intersectionon each of the latter(Section8.8).
c. CenterbodyDownstreamof Inlet HighliBht: This case is identifiedby the
fact that there are no intersectionpoints of the initialcenterlineplane with
any of the N-linesof the centerbody,but there is a centerbody. This situation
may exist for the first severalcenterlinepoints. Eventually,a centerline
point is reachedthat is the first whose plane intersectsthe centerbody. Call
this the centerbodypoint (not necessarilythe same as the initialcenterbody
point where the N-linesstart). Equations(7) are used for the intersections
correspondingto the centerlinepoints preceedingthe centerbodypoint. Equa-
tions (6) are used for the intersectionscorrespondingto the centerbodypoint
and all succeedingpoints. It is only for the lattercases that there are
intersectionson the centerbody. Tables of area versus arc lengthare prepared
for all N-lineson the inlet and the centerbody,but the centerbodytables are
shorter, becausetheir entries begin with the centerbodypoint,while those of
the inlet begin with the initialcenterlinepoint.
d. CenterbodyUpstreamof Inlet Highlight:This case is characterizedby the
fact that there are intersectionsof the N-lineswith the initialcenterline
plane,and these are not on the first segmentsof the centerbodyN-lines. Just
as in (b), equation (6) is used to computeareas for all interiorintersections
on both inlet and centerbodyN-lines,but now there are additionalexpressions
to assign values of flow passagearea at points of the centerbodyupstreamof
the inlet lip (Section8.10).
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8.8 Arc LengthTables. Interpolationfor FlowPassageAreasat
InteriorControlPoints
When the varioustasksof Sections8.3 or 8.7 havebeenaccomplished,flow
passageareas AFp havebeenassociatedwith thearc lengthscorrespondingto
interiorintersectionpointson bothinletand centerbodyN-lines. Foreach
N-linea tableof area AFp versusarc lengthcan be constructed•
For each inletN-line,the firstentryin the tableis the area A_p
associatedwith the exteriorintersectionfor the initialcenterlinepoint.
The secondentryis the area AFp associatedwith the interiorintersection
for the initialcenterlinepoint• Successiventriesare the areas AFp for
the interiorintersectionsfor the successivecenterlinepoints,i.e.,
Associated
Entry Arc Length Area
l Sl A_p (ext.Initialcenterlinepoint)
2 S2 AFp (int.initialcenterlinepoint)
3 S3 AFp (int.2nd centerlinepoint)
4 S4 AFp (int.3rd centerlinepoint)
Last SLAST AFp (int.lastcenterlinepoint)
Noticethistableis in decreasingmagnitudeof arc length•
ForeachcenterbodyN-linethe firstentryis the area AFp associatedwith
the firstintersectionpoint. This is obtainedfromthe initialcenterline
pointin casesb and d of Section8.7,but fromsomeothercenterlinepointin
case c. Successiventriesare the areas AFp for successivecenterlinepoints•
This tableis in increasingmagnitudeof arc length.
Interpolationin arc lengthis performedin the abovetablesto obtainflow
passageareasat the midpointsof the segmentsof eachN-line.
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Once the above has been accomplished,the flow passageareas for the
controlpointsmust be obtained. This is obtainedby averagingthe areas for
the midpointson the two segmentsboundingthe panel on. which the midpoint
is located. Specifically,the area to be associatedwith the controlpoint of
the k-th panel of a strip is obtainedby averagingthe areas associatedwith
the midpointsof the k-th segmentsof the two successiveN-lines borderingthe
strip.
Zhe above procedureis used to obtain flow passageareas AFp at the
interiorcontrol pointsof the inlet and the centerbodybody. The exterior
control points requirespecialhandling.
8.9 FlowPassageAreasat ExteriorControlPointson the Inlet
The area A_p definedin Section8.5 is not reallya flow passagearea
but is merely a geometricarea. It is used to obtain flow passageareas at exter-
ior control points. As mentionedabove,the definitionof such an area is some-
what arbitrary,but the one adoptedhas given encouragingresults. It is import-
ant to emphasizethat even if the resultsat exteriorpoints should turn out
less accuratethan desired,it would not affectthe accuracyof interiorpoints,
for which the compressibilitycorrectionhas been thoroughlyverifiedin a large
number of cases.
Initiallythe A_p are handledin a mannersimilarto the internalflow
passageareas AFp to obtaina valueof A_p at eachexteriorcontrolpoint.
Additionally,however,two specialvaluesof A_p are needed: an initial
value Ao near the inlethighlightand a finalvalue AL far downstreamon
the afterbody.
Keyquantitiesfor thiscomputationcome fromthe intersectionwith the
N-linesof the inletwith the planefor the initialcenterlinepoint. Foreach
N-linethereare the coordinatesxi'Yi' zi of the intersectionpoint(interior)
and the flowpassagearea AFp. All fourof thesequantitiesare averaged
betweensuccessiveN-lines(a two-pointaverageto producean initialpoint
(Xo'Yo' Zo) and an initialarea Ao for the stripof panelslyingbetweenthe
two N-linesin question).Further,the coordinatesof the lastintersection
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on each N-line (from the last centerlinepoint) are averagedbetweensuccessive
N-linesto producecoordinates XL' YL' ZL of the last point on the strip
lying betweenthe two N-lines,and a similaraverageof areas A_p gives the
final area AL.
Also needed are the exteriorgeometric areas A_p for the exterior
control points. These are obtainedby interpolationin a manner similarto
that describedabove for interiorcontrolpoints. For each N-line a table
of area versus arc length is constructedfor the intersectionpoints. The
first entry in the table is the area AFp correspondingto the interiorinter-
sectionfor the initialcenterlinepoint. The second entry is the area A_p
associatedwith the exterior intersectionfor the ini+ialcenterlinepoint.
Successiveentriesare the areas A_p for the exteriorintersectionsfor
successivecenterlinepoints, i.e.,
Entry Arc Length Area
l Sl AFp (int. initialcenterlinepoint)
2 S2 A_p (ext. initialcenterlinepoint)
3 S3 A_p (ext.2nd centerlinepoint)
4 S4 A_p (ext.3rd centerlinepoint)
Last SLAST A_p (ext. last centerlinepoint)
The table is in increasingmagnitudeof arc length•
Interpolationin arc length is performedin the above table to obtain
areas A_p at the midpointsof the segmentsof each N-line,whose arc length
is calculatedin the manner describedin Section8.8. These midpoint areas are
averagedbetweensuccessiveN-linesto obtain areas A_p at the exteriorcontrol
points.
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The geometricarea A_p associatedwith each exteriorcontrolpoint,
togetherwith the controlpoint coordinates x, y, z, is used to obtain the
followinglinear dimensionsneeded to computethe exteriorflow passagearea.
(y' -yo)
= _(I/_)AFp , R =V(y,) 2 + (X-Xo)2, D = (YI' "y, Yo) (8)
Yo = _(I/_)Ao' YI' : _'(I/_)ak
Finally, the flow passage area associated with the control point for use
with the compressibility correction is
AFp = [I+D]_R[R + x-x o] (9)
Equation(9)givesa flow passageareathatvariesfroma valuenearthe
inlethighlightthatis approximatelyequalto the highlightdiskareato an
areafar downstreamthatequalsthe surfaceareaof a spherecenteredat the
highlightminusthe finalcrosssectionof the inlet. Thisareadistribution
is approximatelythatthroughwhichthe flowpassesin the caseof static
operation.
8.10 Flow PassageAreas at ExteriorControl Pointsof the Centerbody
The first step is to computethe cross-sectionalarea of the centerbodyat
selected"axial"locations. To do this, a set of centerlinepointsupstreamof
the inlet highlightare input. These are used in the same way as centerline
points as far as computingintersectionsand areas except that: (1) these
pointsare input and used only in case d of Section8.7, and (2) intersections
and areas are found only on the N-linesof the centerbody.
The resultingareas Ac are interpolatedin arc length to find areas at
the controlpoints in the same manner as in Section8.8. Finally,the flow
passagearea to be saved with each exteriorcontrolpoint on the nonlifting
centerbodyis
AFp = Ai -A c (lO)
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where Ai is the areacomputedin Section8.5 for theinitialinteriorinter-
section.Comparingequation(6) (whichapplieshereratherthan (7))and the
definitionsin Section8.9 showsthat
Ai = Ao + Ac (initialcenterlinepoint) (ll)
The Ac in (ll)is thatfor the initialcenterlinepoint. The Ac in (lO)is
thatfor the controlpointin question.Also, A° is definedin Section8.9.
8.11FlowPassageAreasfor Off-BodyPoints
Thereare two typesof off-bodypoints: ordinaryinputoff-bodypoints
and off-bodypointsgeneratedby the cross-sectionand controlstationprogram.
The latterare alwaysinteriorpoints,and the flowpassagearea is calculated
by that program(Section9.0). It is anticipatedthatall interioroff-body
pointswill be so generated.Thus,inputoff-bodypointswill be exteriorpoints.
It is not clearat thistimehow the flowpassageareasfor suchpointsshould
be defined,and thisdecisionhasbeen postponed.Thusinputoff-bodypoints
shouldnot be usedin compressiblecases.
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9.0 CROSS-SECTIONANDCONTROLSTATIONPROGRAM
In inlet applications it is not only the flow on the body that is of inter-
est but also the flow at field points off the body, usually in the interior of
the inlet. Most commonly, distributions of various flow quantities across some
interior cross sections of the inlet are desired. Of course, off-body points
could simply be input to the program, but this is tedious for the user. Instead,
the program generates the required off-body points at each cross section. The
user specifies the location and orientation of each cross section where flow
calculation is required, and the program automatically distributes off-body
points across the cross section. It is this last calculation that distinguishes
a cross-section calculation from the flow passage area calculation of Section 8.0.
One cross section is selected as the control station for the combination program
and thus at least one cross section is required if a combined flow is to be
computed. The remaining subsections of Section 9.0 give the details of the
cross-section procedure.
9.1 Input
Each cross section is defined by a cross-section point and normal vector
(six numbers) which are used in a manner very similar to the way a centerline
point and its normal vector are used in the flow passage program (Figure 7).
However, more calculations are required for a cross section. One additional
input integer designates which cross section is to be used as the control sta-
tion in the combination program. Another input integer specifies the number
of "radial" segments to be used at each cross section. This latter number
is denoted r.
9.2 N-Line Intersections and Flow Passage Area
The intersection program is used to find the intersection points of the
N-lines with the plane through the cross-section point whose normal vector is
the input cross-section normal vector. On the N-lines of the inlet only the
interior intersection points are needed. The exterior intersection points are
discarded. If there are intersections with the N-lines of the centerbody, these
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pointsare needed. The areas Ai and Ac (ifany)are computedas in
Section8.5,and the flow passagearea is computedfrom (6)or (7)as appropriate.
9.3 Cross-SectionN-lines
Two situationsmust be distinguished: the case when there are intersections
with the N-linesof the centerbodyand the case when there are no such inter-
sections.
9.3.1 No centerbody.-Cross-section N-linesare to be constructed,each
of which starts at the cross-sectionpoint and ends at an intersectionpoint on
an inlet N-line. Clearlyone cross-sectionN-line is constructedfor each inlet
N-line. For each cross-sectionN-line the first point is the cross-sectionpoint,
the last is the intersectionpoint on the inlet N-line,and the interiorpoints
are obtained by interpolation(Figure9).
Xcs _cs'Zcs be the coordinatesof the inputcross-sectionpointand
x.k),y , zi be the coordinatesof the intersectionpointon the k-th
inletN-line, k = l, 2, ...,T, where T is the totalnumberof inletN-lines.













_m(__[_ I m: Ycs -Ycs r-' m : O, I, ..., r (12)
Zm(_ . [_I_-_os]m _ __: Zcs : , T
where r is the input integer mentioned in Section 9.1. Each cross-section
N-line has (r + I) points.
9.3.2 With centerbody. -Cross-section N-lines are to be constructed, each
of which starts at an intersection point on a centerbody N-line and ends at an
intersection point on an inlet N-line. For each cross-section N-line the first
point is the centerbody intersection point, the last is the inlet intersection
point, and the interior points are obtained by interpolation (Figure I0).
It is assumed that there are the same number of inlet and centerbody N-lines,











Figure I0. Generation of cross-section points and panels in the presence of a
centerbody.
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Let, y , z be the coordinatesof the intersectionon the k-th
centerbodyN-line and, as before,let x}k), ylk), zlk). be the coordinatesof
the interiorintersectionpoint on the k-th inlet N-linewhere k = l, 2, ..., T.
The points of the k-th cross-sectionN-line have the coordinates
mXmC l: Xc
my k) = Y k) + k) -Y k) _-, m = O, I, ..., r (13)
z = zc -z 7' k = l, 2, ..., T
As before,each N-line has r + l points.
9.4 Cross-SectionPanelsand ControlPoints
Cross-sectionpanelsare formedfrom the pointsof the cross-sectionN-lines
in a manner logicallysimilar to (but using differentformulasthan) thatused toform
surfacepanels from the on-body N-lines. In particular,a panel is formed from
four points,which consistof two consecutivepoints on an N-line and the cor-
respondingtwo points on the adjacentN-line. Symbolically,the m-th panel of
the k-th cross-sectionstrip is formed from the points:
m-1 ' Ym-1 ' Zm-1
m-1 ' Ym-1 ' Zm-1
x(k+l) .(k+l) z(k+l)]m ' _m ' m
In parallelto the on-bodyprocedure,first the diagonalvectors
]_l [xm(k+l) (k)l? (k)l± r (k+lXm_iJ1 + [ym(k+l) )= -- --Ym-l] J + LZm - m-IJ
(15)
]_2: FLXm_l(k+l)_ xm(k)]_+ LYm-IF(k+l)- y(k)]_ + kZm-IF(k+l)_ zm(k)]_
are formed. Theseare in the cross-sectionplane.
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The unit normal vector is the same for all panels on all strips. It is the
input cross-sectionnormal vectordividedby its own length,say
n = nxl + ny3" + nzk (16)
where
"Nx ny Ny nz z N + 2 + 2nx ' ' N ' : Ny Nz (17)
andwhere Nx, Ny, Nz are the inputcomponents.The unittangentvectorsare
the samefor all panelson all strips. Define
. .+ _nz"T _ _ ,=_2= n x 3 = + 03 + nx
. . -_ _ 2 -_ _ (18)T1 = T2 x _ = -nxnyl + (n + nz)j -nyn z
These vectorsare dividedby their own lengthsto obtain unit vectors
. .tlx - Tl ' tly = Tl ' Tlz - Tl ' ly
and the same for t2x, t2y, t2z. These are used as a transformationmatrix
(just one matrix for all panels)
all = tlx, al2 = tly, al3 = tlz
a21 = t2x_ a22 = t2y, a23 = t2z (20)
a31 = nx, a32 = ny, a33 = nz
The area of a panel is given by
Rlx R1y Rlz
1 . . . 1A = Rl x R2 • n = R2x R2y R2z (a determinant) (21)
nx ny nz
The control-pointof the panel,whichis treatedas an off-bodypointin
the flowcalculation,hascoordinates
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m( (k+l)]= l Fx(k)+ x k) + (k+l)+ XmXo 4 Lm-l Xm-l
Yo:1 Lymr(k)_l+y(k)+ ym(k+l)-l+ ym(k+l)] (22)
l [z(k)+ z(k)+ (k+l)+ (k+l)]Zo = _ V m-I m Zm-l Zm
Also desiredare the cross-sectioncoordinates,_, n, of the controlpoint.
Theseare obtainedby a transformationusingthe abovetransformationr,atrixand
the cRoss-sectionpointas origin. Fromformulas(18)- (20)it can be Verified
thatif the crosssectionis normalto the x-axis,thenthe _ axisis parallel
to they-axisand the n-axisto the z-axis. In all casesthe n-axisis paral-
lelto the y = 0 plane,
The quantitiesneededfor eachpanelare
Xo' Yo' Zo' _' n, A (23)
Theseare computedand storedfor all panelson the cross-section- a totalof
(T-l)r panels.
Quantitiesneededfor the crosssectionas a wholeare
Xcs'Ycs' Zcs all al2 al3 AFp
a21 a22 a23 (24)
a31 a32 a33
Also neededfor eachcrosssectionare the referenceand cross-section
coordinatesof the boundarypoints. Thesearejust the intersectionpointson
the inletN-lines.That is,
(k)Ik) k:I,2,...x. 'Yi , z. , , T (25)
togetherwith the coordinates_.k),n. obtainedby transformingtheseinto
cross-sectioncoordinates.The sameis donefor the centerbodyintersection
points(ifany);
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x kl,y k/, zc(k/ (26)
_k)and their transformedcross-sectioncoordinates _ k) n
9.5 FlowCalculation
The data generatedabove are used with: the basic potential-flowprogram,
the geometricquantitiesdata set, and the source densitiesfrom the fundamental
solutiondata set. Each cross-sectioncontrolpoint is treatedas an off-body
point, and the flow there is computed•
For each cross-sectioncontrolpoint a row of Vii matrix is computedby
the usual formulas• Also calculatedare the vorticityvelocitiesat the off-body
points due to each of the individualvorticityflows (onefor each liftingstrip).
These last are combinedwith the B's in the same manner as for the on-body
points to yield the static onset flow velocityin the form of equation (2).
Fundamentalflow velocitiesare computedin a manner analogousto equation














_i(static) = _ ,+, (s) + Vivij_j
j:l
It is understood that in syn_etry cases a different matrix Vij is used for
the 010 flow.
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The above velocitiesare computedfor each cross-sectioncontrolpoint to
form the cross-sectiondata set. Also in this data set are the vector F and
scalar F volume fluxes-one set for each fundamentalsolution. These are
given by




F = _" _ (29)
where Vi is identifiedwith each of the four velocitiesabove. A i is the ith
panel area. The scalar flux at the controlstationis needed in the combination
program. In symmetrycases the F's calculatedfrom the_ove equationare





If the flow is incompressible, this option is selected and only the fol-
lowing quantities are input:
V freestream velocity
Vc average velocity at the control station
Vref reference velocity used in computing pressure coefficient
angle of attack
angle of yaw
k integerdenotingthat the k-th input cross sectionis to be used
as controlstation
The volume flux Q at the controlstationis obtained from
Q = Vc " AFp(k) (30)
where AFp(k) is the area of the control station. This is used in equation (5)
to evaluate the combination constant B. Then velocity is calculated from equa-
tion (4).
10.2 Freestream Conditions
For compressible flow the freestream conditions are defined by inputting
angle of attack _, angle of yaw B, and three additional quantities:
either velocity V or Mach number M
either total pressure Pt or static pressure Ps
either total temperature Tt or statictemperature Ts
Then the preliminarycalculationsare as follows.
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10.2.1 M_ input.-
(a) If Pt is input, Ps is givenby
_)__o_(I+_M (311
If Ps is input, Pt is givenby
If neitheris input,the defaultis
Pt = 2116.23 (33)
and Ps is as above.
(b) If Tt is input, Ts is givenby
If Ts is input, Tt is givenby
If neitheris input,the defaultis
Tt = 518.67 (36)
and Ts is as above.
In eithercasestagnationand freestreamsoundspeeds at and as are
calculatedfrom




10.2.2 V_ Input. -
(a) If Tt is input, at is given by
at : 49v_-t (39)
M is then calculated from
mm
vllM (40)
The remainder of the calculation proceeds as in 10.2.1 above.
(b) If Ts is input, as is given by
as = 49 V_s (41)
and M by
M : VJa s (42)
The remainder of the calculation proceeds as in 10.2.1 above.




The following quantities are calculated:
Total density: Pt - PtRTt
Ps
Static density: p -
s RTs (43)





Temperature/sea-levelratio: e = 5--T8_.67 (43)
PtPressure/sea-levelratio: _ - 2116.23
Critical speed: a, = at/I_i_2.2
Maximumvelocity: Vmax : _ at
Equivalent Incompressible Freestream velocity: V' = V (P--_eQ \Ptl
EquivalentIncompressibleCriticalvelocity: a_ = 0.6339a,
10.2.4 Summary.- Threefreestreamconditionsare input: V or M ,
Pt or Ps'Tt or Ts (ordefaultvalues).Calculatedand savedare
V , M , Pt' Ps' Tt' Ts' at' as (44)
Pt' Ps' q_' Ps/Pt ' Ps/Pt ' e,
!
a., Vmax, V_, a.
Nineteen quantities altogether.
I0.3 ControlStationConditions
Inputconsistsofone of the followingthreequantities:
inletmassflowrate
Vc averagevelocity
Mc average Mach number
The remainingtwo mustbe calculatedplussomeadditionalquantities.
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10.3.1 -cV Input.- Pc is givenby
by
AFp(k)
= gPcVc 144 (46)
and Mc by
v[ (Vclq-,_ C._-_ _-_\_] l (47)
I0.3.2 -cM Input.- Vc is givenby
Vc : atMc + 1 M (48)
Then Pc and w are obtainedas in lO.3.1above.
I0.3.3 _ Input.-Here Vc mustbe calculatediterativelyby solvingthe
equation
V : e (49)
c g(AFp(k)/144)p t [i - 1/5(Vc/at)2] 2"5
starting with Vc = 0
Once Vc is known, Mc and Pc are obtained as in lO.3.1 above.
I0.3.4 AdditionalControl-StationQuantities.-These are calculatedas
follows:
[ (Vc. qPressureratio: (Pc/Pt): l -l\_ttI ]
Densityratio: pc/Pt (50)
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(P )M2Dynamicpressure: qc = O'7Pt c
Velocityratio: VJV c (50)
Corrected mass flow: _cor = W-_
EquivalentIncompressibleAverage velocity: V'c= Vc
I0.3.5 Summary.- One quantity, _, Vc, or Mc is input. Quantities
saved are
, , , , , , • , V IVc' Mc Pc' (Pc/Pt) (Pc/Pt) qc (VJVc) Wcor c
A total of ten quantities.
I0.4 CombinationCalculation
The basic combined incompressiblevelocityat each on-body,off-bodyand
cross-sectionpoint is obtainedfrom equations(5) and (4),where
Q = V_AFp(R) (51)
and V_ is used instead of V in these equations. Once the vector Vi is
calculated from (4), the scalar magnitude Vi is calculated by the usual square
root of sum of squares.
For the present discussion the i in Vi denotes incompressible rather
than the usual meaning of velocity at i-th control point. However, it is
obvious that all calculations must be done for every control point individually,
as well as for every off-body point and cross-section point.
10.5 Compressibility Correction
There is a flow passage area AFp associated with every on-body control
point, off-body point, and cross-section point (Section 8.0). This is now
used in the compressibility correction.
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First the averageincompressiblevelocityis calculatedfrom
- w (52)
_i gpt(AFp/144)
Vi Vi ' and the averagedensityratio _ isIf > a_, is set equal to a,
- P - 0.6339 (53)
Pt
If this occurs the point is labelled"choked"on the output.
If Ti < a,, it is used as it standsto compute (p-/pt)by an iterative
procedure. The iterativeequation is
with initialvalue _ = I.
Finally,the compressiblevelocitymagnitude V is calculatedfrom
• vV = Vi m - I (55)
This is used to calculateall output quantities(Sectionll.0). First V is
tested. If V _Vma x, set V = Vmax and use M = = and Ps/Pt = 0 instead
of values calculatedbelow,and denote this point as "vacuum." If V < V
max




Once the velocity has been computed as described in Section I0.I, the only
remaining calculation is the pressure coefficient
Cp I - (56)
Quantities output are described in Section 14.6.
11.2 Basic Compressible Calculation
Once the calculations of Section 10.5 have been completed the following
quantities are known at each on-body point, off-body point and control station
point:
Compressible Velocity Magnitude: V
Incompressible Velocity Vector: _i
with components: Vix , Viy , Viz
and magnitude: Vi (57)
Flow Passage Area: AFp
Average Incompressible Velocity: Ti
Average Density Ratio: € : (_/pt)
These can now be used to compute other quantities
Compressible Velocity Components:





The quantitiesoutputat all on-body,off-body,and controlstationpoints
are describedin Section14.7.




- _ (V•_)A (61)6int 144
where _ is compressiblevelocitywith componentscomputedin Sectionll.2







AverageMachnumber M is obtainedby iterationusing
3
_ *sp[1 + (1/5)_] (65)M = 85.38
with initialvalue M = O.
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11.4 An ExampleComparingCalculatedResultswith ExperimentalData
To date only one realisticthree-dimensionalcase has been calculatedand
the resultscomparedwith experimentaldata. The inlet is the scoop inlet shown
in the sketch of Figure II. Calculatedand experimentalsurfacepressuresare
comparedalong three curves at different"circumferential"locationsaround the
inlet. Since the freestreamis at zero angle of attack and yaw, if the inlet
were axisymmetric,all three pressuredistributionswould be identical. Thus
the variationbetweenthe three pressuredistributionsis a measure of the
three-dimensionalityof the flow. This variationis predictedratherwell by
the calculations,which also agree quite well with the data. Obviously,a good
many more cases must be run to establishthe accuracyof the presentmethod,











Figure II, Comparison of calculated and experimental pressure distributions inside a scoop inlet.
12.0 INPUTTOTHEPROGRAM
12.1 Types of Execution
There are three modes of operation of the program:
I. Complete Run (Mode O)
In this mode the program calculates the fundamental solutions, and
continues to produce combined flow for prescribed values of the
physical parameters. Input consists of geometric specification of
the inlet including cross sections and a control station, and the
inlet operating conditions. The fundamental solutions may be stored
for future use as in Mode 1 below. It is anticipated that usually
interrupted runs will be desired and that this mode will be run
infrequently.
2. Fundamental Solution Run (Mode I)
In this mode only the fundamental solutions are calculated and stored
for future use on external units 4, 22, 23, 29, 32, 33 (see Appendix B).
Cross sections, a control station, and operating conditions are not required
This is the time-consuming portion of the calculation and is performed
only once for each geometry (see Figure 5, Section 5.0).
3. Combination Program Run (Mode 2)
This is the most commontype of run. Obviously either Mode 0 or Mode 1
must have been run previously to produce the Fundamental Solution Data
Set. This run starts with this data set and produces combined flow
solutions. Input consists of cross sections, a control station, and
the inlet operating conditions (see Figure 6, Section 5.0).
12.2 The Various Input Cards
The following are the input cards required by the program:
Card #I: Option card















Card #16: Streamlinetracinginputcard (optional)
ObviouslyeitherCard12 or Cards13 and 14 are used. CardsfromlO on
are unnecessaryforMode l, andCards2 through9 are unnecessaryforMode 2.
However,CardslO and II andeither12 or 13 and 14 arenecessaryforevery
Mode 2 run.
12.3 SpecificInputCard Formats




I-5 IFUND =0 meansdo not calculatefundamentalsolutions.
#0 meansdo calculatefundamentalsolutions.The first
is usedonlyfor Mode2 execution
6-I0 ICR_S =0 meansno crosssectionsare input.
#0 meanscrosssectionsare input
ll-15 ICMPRS *N where N is the numberof compressiblecombinations
to be run
16-20 IC_MB =M where M is the numberof incompressible
combinationsto be run.





21-25 NCS = the numberof the crosssectionto be usedas the
controlstation
26-30 IPRINT =0 will printthe combinationprogramoutput
=l will suppresscombinationand cross-sectionoutput
=4 will printcross-sectiongeometryas well as
combinationoutput
31-35 ISYMPR =0 meansprintsolutiononlyon inputhalfof the inlet
#0 meansprintsolutionalsoon the reflectedhalfof
the inlet(usedwithcaseshavingyaw)
36-40 INUNIT Unitthatwill readthe inputdata (=5,if inputis from
cards)
41-45 INSAVE =0 meansfundamentalsolutionsare not saved
#0 meanssavefundamentalsolutionsand all otherdata
necessaryto restartwith Mode2
46-50 NSL = numberof streamlinesto be usedin the streamline
tracingoption
51-55 IPERS =0 meansuse orthographicprojectionto plotstreamlines
#0 meansuse perspectiveprojection
56-60 IS_PLT =0 meansno cross-sectionplots
#0 meansplotcontoursof constantpressure,etc.at
eachcrosssection
61-65 IGE_M =0 meansuse inputpointsunaltered
#0 meansuse geometrypackageto repanel




1-68 TITLE(1) An alphanumericarraywhichdescribesthe casedatato
to be run. The arrayshouldcontainno more than68
TITLE(17) characters.
69-72 TITLE(18) = '_TW_' means two points per card format is used for
inputtingbodycoordinates
= blanksmeansone pointper cardformatis used
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Card #3 - Control Data Card (Required if IFUND#Oon card #I)
Format (A4, 3X, 213, 12X, 513, 6X, 4LI, 2FIO.O)
Card
Columns Variables
I-4 CASE Case ID number
8-10 N_FF :0 means no off-body point is input
#0 means there is off-body point input
11-13 LIST :0 program continues after body panels are formed
#0 program terminates after body panels are formed
(i.e. program ends at the completion of INPUT
subroutine)
26-28 NSYM :0 symmetry is not used, entire body is input
=I one plane of symmetry is used. Only half the
body, for which y > O, is input.
29-31 IB Input vorticity coefficient option
=0 no B-values input. Program sets all B's to 1.0
=I uses input B's.
32-34 N_RM :I lengths will be normalized by an input reference
length
=2 velooities will be normalized by input reference
velocity
:3 both lengths and velocities will be normalized
35-37 METIN :I means the input is in metric units
:0 means the input is in English units
38-40 MET_UT :I means metric output is desired
:0 means the output is in English units
47 TYPEA =T if there is no centerbody
=F if there is a centerbody
48 TYPEB :T if the front of the centerbody is aligned with
the inlet highlight
=F otherwise
49 TYPEC =T if the centerbodyis completelyih.:dethe inlet
downstreamof thehighlight
=F otherwise
50 TYPED =T if the centerbody protrudes outside the inlet
upstream of the highlight
=F otherwise
(Note: Exactly one of the previous four flags must be set to T,




51-60 SF scale factor
61-70 RFLENG reference length for normalizing the length data.
Input only if N_RM=I or N_RM:3




I-4 NS_RCE number of on-body source panels in each strip of the
inlet (lifting body) section
5-8 NWAKE number of wake panels in each strip of the inlet.
Usually one
9-12 NSTRIP number of strips of panels on the inlet
Card #5 -Vorticity Coefficient Input Card (This card is input only if IB=I is




1-12 B(1) values of vorticity coefficient - 6 values per card.
13-24 Repeat the same format on next card if more than 6B's
25-36 are input.
37-48 (Note: The total number of B's input must equal the
49-60 total number of strips that define the inlet.)
61-72
Card #6-On-Body Coordinates Input Card (Required if IFUND#Oon card #I.)
Format (3EIO.O, 211) -For one point per card
Format (2(3EI0.0, 211)) - For two points per card
The maximumnumber of on-body panels on inlet and centerbody together
is I000. The maximumnumber of input points may slightly exceed this.
Card
Columns Variables
I-I0 X(1) The x,y,z coordinates of an input point on an N-line,




31 ISTAT Status flag
=2 new section (Ist point of inlet and of centerbody)
=I new N-line
:0 same N-line
=3 end of all input data
(Note: The status flags are somewhat different if the geometry
package is used to repanel the body, Section 13.0.)
32 LABEL :I lifting body - used for the inlet
=0 nonlifting body - used for the centerbody
(Note: For two points per card repeat the above sequence from
Card Columns 33 - Card Columns 64.)






ll-20 Y_FF(1) x,y,z coordinatesof an input off-bodypoint
21-30 ZOFF(1)
31 ISTAT Status flag
=3 indicatesend of all off-bodypoint input
(Note: Repeat the above sequencefrom Card Columns32 - Card
Columns 63.)




I-5 NVIEW number of viewingangles input
Card #9 - ViewingAngle Input Data Card (Requiredif IFUND_O)
Format (3F6.0,I2, 15A4) One viewingangle is input per card (requiredeven if




I-6 PSI angles the viewingdirectionmakes with the x,y,z
7-12 THETA directions respectively(degrees)(see Section15.1)13-18 PHI
19-20 LAST set equal to l if this is the last viewing angle card,
otherwise,set it to 0
21-80 PLABEL a 60-characterarray that describesthe viewing angle




I-5 NPLANE number of cross-sectionpoints input





ll-20 YCSP x,y,z coordinatesof the input cross-sectionpoint
21-30 ZCSP (inchesin Englishunits)
31-40 UI
41-50 UJ componentsof the unit vector of the input cross-section
51-60 UK point.
61-65 ICSR number of panels in each of the strips in the cross-
sectionplane (a maximumof ten)
Repeat this format for anothercross-sectionpoint until the total numberof
cards #11 equals NPLANE input in card #10.
Card #12 - Combination(Incompressible)ProgramInput Card (Thiscard is required




I-I0 ALFANG angle of attack _ in degrees




21-30 VINF freestreamvelocity V I (feetper second
31-40 VREF referencevelocity VrefI in Englishunits)41-50 VAVG averagevelocity Vc
51-55 ISKIPC =0 combinationprogramwill be called
=l bypassthe combinationprogrameventhoughIC_MB#O,
and go directlyintothe streamlinetracingprogram
56-60 IDEL =0 use the programdefaultdeltavaluesfor cross-
sectionplot
=l inputdeltavaluesto be usedfor cross-sectionplot










.ll-20 YCPT (inchesin Fnnlishunits)21-30 ZCPT --
31-40 UI componentsof the unitnormalvectorof the
41-50 UJ centerlinepoint51-60 UK
Repeatcard (b)as manytimesas specifiedby NCPTin card (a).
The followingsetof cardsis alsoneededif the inletis TYPE D, i.e.the











ll-20 YNEG x,y,zcoordinatesOf an upstreamcenterlinepoint
21-30 ZNEG
31-40 VI
41-50 .VJ componentsof the unitvectorof an upstreamcenterline
51-60 VK point
Repeatcard (d)as many timesas specifiedby NEGCPTin card (c).
Card#14a- Combination(Compressible)ProgramInput Card (Thiscard is required





l-lO ALFANG angleof attack _ in degrees
ll-20 YAWANG yaw angle B in degrees
21-30 VINF freestreamvelocityV _ (feetper second
31-40 VREF referencevelocityVrefI in Englishunits)41-50 VAVG averagevelocity Vc
51-55 ISKIPC
samemeaningas in card#1256-60 IDEL




l-lO RMINF Machnumber M
ll-20 RMAVG averageMachnumber
see SectionlO.O
21-30 PT_TAL totalpressure Pt




41-50 TEMPT totaltemperatureTt I (degreesRankine_
in Engl_sh _ See
51-60 TEMPS freestreamstatictemperatureTs) units) ( Section
61-70 FRATE inletmass flowrate w Ib mass/sec IzlO.O
Card#15 - IncrementValuesfor ContourPlots(lcardfor each inputcross-section




l-lO DELCP isobarincrement(defaultvalue= O.l)
ll-20 DELTHX flowanglein the _-directioncontourplotincrement
(defaultvalue= l°)
21-30 DELTHY flowanglein the_n-directioncontourplotincrement
(defaultvalue= Iu)
31-40 DELMCH Machnumberincrement(omitthisfor incompressible
combination)(defaultvalue= O.l)




I-5 ICFLAG centerbodyor inletflag: l . centerbody;2 . inlet*
6-I0 IPIESL stripnumberon the centerbody(orinlet)
ll-15 IELNB the panelnumberof thisstrip**
16-20 IDIREC the directionof the streamlinemarch: +l . in local
flowdirection;-l . oppositeto localflowdirection
21-30 XCUT_F maximumx-valuefor streamlinecalculation(cutoff
condition)
31-35 NPMAX maximumnumberof streamlinepointsto be allowedfor
thisstreamline(cutoffcondition)
*centerbody(ifany)must be inputbeforethe inletif streamlinesare to be
calculated.





0= minimumprint. (Thisis the normaloptionfor a
productioncase)
2= maximumprint(forbatchor TSO debug)
3= mediumprint(mostlyforTSO debug)
41 IMVSS Flagto generatea plotof MachNo. vs normalized
distancealongthis streamline.
42 IPVSS Flagto generatea plotof Ps/Pt vs normalized
distancealongthe streamline.




46 IMVSX Flagto generatea plotof MachNo. vs x for this
streamline.
47 IPVSX Flagto generatea plotof Ps/Ptvs x for this
streamline
48 IAVSX Flag to generate a plot of flow inclination angles(rel. to x-axis) vs x for this streamline.
Card no. 16 should be repeated NSLtimes.
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13.0 II_PUTO THE GEOMETRYPACKAGE
Note: If it is desiredto usethe geometrypackage(references6 and 7)
to repanelthebody,thenIGE_M#Ois specifiedon card#1. The
followinginstructionspertainto the inputcardsfor thegeometry
package.The geometrypackagehas beengreatlysimplifiedfor use
in the inletprogram,but it is stillmore generalthanis needed.
Forexample,manyof the spacingoptionsare superfluous.The
inletand centerbodyare referredto as bodyl and body2. Either
may be inputfirst*.Theyshouldbe insertedbehindcard#5 and
cardgroup#6 is not neededif this optionis chosen.
Required
Card or Card
Type Optional Columns Format Variable Description
l Required I-4 I4 NSEC Totalnumberof sections
2 Required I-4 14 NB(1) Specifiednumberof on-body
pointsper N-lineon body I
5-8 I4 NW{I) Specifiednumberof wake points
per N-lineon body I
9-12 14 NS(I) Specifiednumberof N-lineson
body I

















shouldnot be used.) Normally
onlyone wakepointis used.





Type Optional ColumnsFormat Variable .'De§cription








29-32 I4 NSEG(1) Numberof segmentsintowhich
M--linesare broken(Default=l)
Thisis to allowfor corners
33-36 14 NTR(1) Component ransformationflag.
(Thevalueindicatesthe number
of transformationsto be per-
formed.)








4 Optional l-lO 8FlO.O SSB(I,I) Specifiedarc lengthsof on-body
ll-20 SSB(I,2) pointson N-lineson body I
21-30 . 0.0 < SSB < l.O









Type Optional Columns Format Variable Description
5 Optional l-lO 8FlO.O SSW{I,I} Specifiedarc lengthsof wake
ll-20 SSWCI,2) pointson N-lineson body I
21-30 . 0.0 < SSW < l.O






6 Optional l-lO 8FlO.O SSS(I,I)Specified istributionof N-lines
II-20 SSS(I,2)on bodyI
21-30 . 0.0< SSS < l.O




71-80 This card is requiredif
NALGS(I)=3
7 Optional I-4 514 IEND(I,I)Pointnumbersof the endsof the
5-8 IEID{I,2)segmentson M-lineson body I
9-12 . NSEG(I)total{max.=5
13-16
17-20 Thiscard is requiredif
NSEG(I)>I







x translation if ITR2=2






Type' Optional Columns"_rmat V_riable Description
8 Optional 21-30 FIO.O TR(I,J,2) Secondtransformation parameter:
(cont) y multiplication factor if ITR2=I
y translation if ITR2=2
x direction cosine of axis
of rotation if ITR2=3
31-40 FIO.O TR{I,J,3) Third transformation parameter:
z multiplication factor if ITR2=I
z translation if ITR2=2
y direction cosine of axis





Note: The axisof rotationis
a--ss_medto pass throughthe
origin. Up to lO transformations
may be performed,in anyorder.
InputthiscardtypeNTR(1)times.
9 Required I-I0 FIO.O X x,y,z coordinates of a point (all
11-20 FIO.O Y points input N-line by N-line,
21-30 FIO.O Z body by body).
31 II STATUS STATUS:Osame N-line
STATUS=Inew N-line
STATUS:2new body
STATUS=3last point input (excep-
tion is #5 below)
STATUS=4first point on wake
STATUS:5 first point on wake and
also last point input
32 II LABEL LABEL=Ononlifting body
(center body)




43-52 FlO.O Y pointinput53-62 FlO.O Z
63 Il STATUS
64 Il LABEL Samemeaningas above
Repeatcardsto inputmore
points. If TITLE(18)=_TW_on
cardno. l, input2 pointsper
card. If TITLE(18)is not equal







X, Y, Z Coordinates of the four input points used to form the panel
NX, NY, NZ x,y,z componentsof the panel normal vector
XO, YO, ZO Coordinates of the control point
D For lifting (_inlet) panels, it is an average panel length
For nonlifting {centerbody) panels, it is the projection
distance required to make the input points coplaner
T Maximumdiagonal of the panel
A Area of the panel
14.2 FundamentalSolution Output
I Panel number. Here all panels are listed in a single array
containing all strips
STATVX x,y,z componentsof the velocity at a control point for the
STATVY static sol ution
STATVZ
UVXI x,y,z componentsof the velocity at a control point for the
UVYI {I,0,0) flow, in which the uniform freestream is parallel to
UVZI the x-axis
UVX2 x,y,z componentsof the velocity at a control point for the
UVY2 (0,0,I} flow, in which the uniform freestream is parallel to
UVZ2 the z-axi s
UVX3 x,y,z componentsof the velocity at a control point for the
UVY3 (0,I,0) flow, in which the uniform freestream is parallel to
UVZ3 the y-axi s
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14.3 Cross-Section Control Data
C.S.N_. Cross-section number
XCSP
YCSP Input coordinates of the cross-section point
ZCSP
UI
UJ Input componentsof the cross-section normal vector
UK
RADIAL
Numberof panels to be formed on each radial strip in the
PANELS cross-section plane
14.4 Cross-Section Panel Geometry
J Strip number
I Panel number
X, Y, Z Coordinates of the corner points of a panel
XC x,y,z coordinates of the panel control point where flow
YC quantities are to be calculated
ZC





FLBW Indicates what type of flow
FL_W:I static sol uti on
FL_W=2 (I,0,0) flow, uniform freestream parallel to the x-axis
FL(_W=3 {0,0,I) flow, uniform freestream parallel to the z-axis
FL_W=4 (O,l,O) flow, uniform freestream parallel to the y-axis
FLUXX Componentsof the vector volume flux at the cross-section,
FLUXY equations (28) and (29) plus subsequent discussion
FLUXZ
T_TALFLUX Normal volume flux through the cross-section plane, equation (29)




YC Coordinates of control point
ZC
NX






V Total velocity magnitude
CP Pressure coefficient
DCX
DCY Componentsof directional cosines of velocity
DCZ
The above explanations applied to all elements (i.e. on-body, off-body &
cross-sections).
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14.7 CompressibleCombinationOutput- On Body
N Stripnumber*
M Panelnumber
XC, YC, ZC Controlpointcoordinates
VX, VY, VZ Velocitycomponents




EPSL_N €, Averagedensityratio,equations(53)and (54)
AREA (FP) Flowpassagearea
*If letter R is suffixedto the stripnumber,it denotesthatthe stripis
on the reflectedhalfof the body.
14.8 ErrorMessages




(2) Message: THEMATRIXOF XXXXXELEMENTSEXCEEDXXXXXX.
Source: MAINprogram
Cause: The inputmatrixis too largefor the program'sallowable
computerstorage.
Action: Changethe workingareasize in MAINprogram.
(3) Message: TOTALNUMBEROF CENTER-BODYINTERSECTIONPOINTSDOESNOT
EQUALTO THE NUMBEROF NONLIFTINGNLINESINPUT.
Source: SubroutineCSGE_M
Cause: Eachcross-sectionplane(definedby the inputcross-section
pointand its normalvector)shouldgiveone intersection
pointwith eachlinethatdefinesthe centerbody.If the total
numberof intersectionpointsdoesnot equalthe numberof
inputnonliftingN-lines,the abovemessagewill be printedand
the programcontinues.
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Action: Check the input cross-sectionpoint and its normal vector to
see if the cross-sectionplane does cut througheach nonlift-
ing N-line.
(4) Message: (a) TOTAL NUMBER OF INTERIORPOINTS DOES NOT EQUAL TO THE
LIFTINGNLINES INPUT.
(b) TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTERIORPOINTS DOES NOT EQUAL TO THE
LIFTINGNLINES INPUT.
Source: SubroutineCSGE_M
Cause: Intersectionof the cross-sectionplane and the liftingN-line
should generatetwo intersectingpoints as illustratedbelow:
EXTERIOR _SS-SECTION PLANE
POINT---
_"-"-_i x = LIFTING
INTERIOR//_ N-LINE
POINT
If the number of the interior point or the exterior point
does not equal the number of lifting N-lines, the above
message will be printed but program continues to execute.
Action: Check the input cross-section point and normal vector to see
if the cross-section plane does cut through the lifting N-line.
(5) Message: CURRENTLYEXECUTINGSECTIONTYPE=, XXX
SECTIONTYPE FROMUNIT NO. 4 =, XXX
PROGRAMSTOPS
Source: SubroutineFLPASG
Cause: Externalunit No. 4 storesthe geometricalquantitiesof the
input panelsfor both the inlet and centerbody. If the body
type retrievedfrom unit 4 does not match the body type that
the programis currentlyusing, the above messagewill be
printedand executionstops.
Action: Check the contentsof the externalunit No,4 and see if it





Cause: I See Message No. (3)
Action: }
(7) Message: INTERIORPOINTSNOTEQUALTO THE NUMBEROF NLINES INPUT,
Source: Subroutine FLPASG
Cause: I See Message No. (4)
Action: }
(8) Message: EXTERIORPOINTSNOT EQUALTO THE NUMBEROF NLINES INPUT.
Source: Subroutine FLPASG
Cause:
I See Message No. (4)
Action: }
(9) Message: ALLOWABLENUMBEROF POINTSEXCEEDEDIN SUBROUTINEPANELS,
EXECUTIONTERMINATING.
Source: Subroutine GEINPT
Cause: Input total number of panels (for both inlet and centerbody)
exceeds II00.
Action: Change the input geometry and rerun.
(I0) Message: MISMATCHOF ELEMENTSIN A LIFTING STRIP IS DETECTED.
ELEMENTSFORMED: XXX, ELEMENTSINPUT: XXX.
COMPUTATIONTEIRMINATED.
Source: Subroutine INPUT
Cause: Input number of strip and elements for the inlet is not con-
sistent with the input lifting information card.
Action: Check the body coordinates input cards and see if the flags
for new line or new section are punched correctly.




Cause: Generated streamline tracing exceeds the allowable dimension.
Program goes to the next streamline.
Action: None
(12) Message: INPUT XX PLANEOF SYMMETRYOPTIONIS NOT IN THE PROGRAM.
IT IS REPLACEDBY 1PL. SYM.
Source: Subroutine VFMLFTand VFMNLF
Cause: Input number of symmetry plane is more than I.
Action: User's action none. Program changes the input symmetry to one.
(13) Message: ERRORIN VFORM. THE ELEMENTSFORMED ONOTCORRESPONDTO THE
NO. OF BODYELEMENTS.
Source: Subroutine VFMLFTand VFMNLF
Cause: On-body panel counter error
Action: Check and see if the variables appeared in the labelled
commons"INFORM" and "INLIFT" have been changed.
(14) Message: LABEL ERRORIN LIFTING VFORM
Source: Subroutine VFMLFT
Cause: Data on the external unit No. 4 did notcorrespond to the type
of body at the time of execution.
Action: Check the data on unit No. 4.
(15) Message: LABEL ERRORIN NONLIFTINGVFORM.
Source: Subroutine VFMNLF
Cause: Sameas in (14)
Action: Sameas in (14)
(16) Message: TOTALNUMBEROF CONTROLPOINTSSHOULDBE XXXXX.
THE NUMBEROF POINTSSTOREDONUNIT NSETVIS XXXXX.
EXECUTIONSTOPS.
Source: Subroutine C_MPR_,C_MPRS
Cause: The total number of control points (on-body plus off-body) in
the variable N_N is not equal to the variable NP_INT stored in
the external unit NSETV. (NSETVstores all of the fundamental
solutions.)
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Action: Checkand see if the unitNSETVdid storethe correctdata.




Cause: InputcontrolstationnumberNCS is not the sameas the control
stationnumberstoredin unitNFLUX.
Action: Checkcontentsof unitNFLUX.
(18) Message: ON-BODYELEMENTMISSED. JOB STOPS.
Source: SubroutineCOMPRO,COMPRS
Cause: Totalnumberof on-bodycontrolpanelsis storedin variable
KONTRL. The counterKK is usedfor countingtotalnumberof
on-bodypanels. Whenthesetwo variablesare not equal,the
messagewill be printed.







Cause: The threenumbersexplainedin themessageshouldbe the same,
if theyare not, it indicateseitherthe unitshavedifferent
contentsor the counterfor the cross-sectionplanenumberIP
is incorrect.Stopcode77, 78 appliedto COMPROand COMPRS,
respectively.
Action: CheckexternalunitsNV and NOFSAV.




Cause: Unit NOFSAVis usedin retrievingthe cross-sectiongeometry
data. StripcounterJI is readfromNOFSAVand do-loop(2800
in COMPRO,3800in COMPRS)counterJ is the currentstrip
counter. If thesetwo variables(Jland J) are not equal,it
indicatesdatareadin from NOFSAVis incorrect.
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Action: Check contents of the unit NOFSAV.
(21) Message: POINTNUMBERERROR.ONUNIT NV N = XXXXX.
BUT N IS INCREMENTED= XXXXX.
STOP59.
Source: Subroutine COMPRO,COMPRS
Cause: In do-loop (2700 in COMPRO,3700 in COMPRS)counter JS is
incremented for each control panel. Unit NV also has a
counter N which should be the same as JS. If these two do
not agree, message is printed.
Action: Check contents of unit NV.
(22) Message: ********** EPSLONAT IOOTH ITERATIONIS USED**********.
Source: Subroutine COMPRS
Cause: Iteration for the computation of E equal to I00. The lOOth
iterated € value is used.
Action: None
(23) Message: ********** AVERAGEMACHNO. AT IOOTHITERATIONIS USED**********
Source: Subroutine COMPRS
Cause: Iteration for the computatio_ of the average Mach number M equal
to I00. The lOOth iterated M is used.
Action: None




Cause: Computed aVc > 10-4 , program stops.
Action: Reconsider the input data to the combination program (compres-
sible) and make proper change.
(25) Message: NUMBEROF (PRESSUREMACHNO. FLOWANGLE) ISOLINES EXCEEDS
DIMENSIONALLOWED. PROGRAMSTOPS.
Source: Subroutine ISOPLN,
Cause: Computed total number of isolines exceeds the dimension allowed
in the program.




The user identifies a particular body panel by inputting the number of
the strip on which it lies and the number of the panel on that strip. The panel
may be on either the inlet or the centerbody. The program then calculates the
surface streamline that goes through the control point of that panel in either
the upstream or downstream direction. (If both are desired, two inputs are
required, since the program regards them as two separate streamlines.) A number
of panels may be specified and streamlines calculated through each of their
centroids.
To facilitate interpretation of the results, two types of graphical output
have been provided. One is rather straightforward. Local values of pressure,
Mach number, and flow angle are displayed as functions of arc length (and/or
Cartesian x) along the streamline on conventional two-variable Cartesian plots.
The second type of graphical output is more complicated. The program plots
the actual streamlines themselves against the panel representation of the inlet
configuration. The angles from which the resulting configuration is viewed may
be specified by the user. Their choice is quite important. Viewed from an
inappropriate direction, the streamline pattern can be quite deceptive. A set
of default viewing angles have been built into the program. In complicated cases
more than one run may be required to determine the best angles. One complica-
tion is the fact that only the panels facing the observer are plotted, while the
streamline is plotted regardless. Thus a view of an interior streamline viewed
from the exterior is quite misleading.
The plotted view of the inlet with its streamlines may be obtained either
by orthographic (parallel) projection or by perspective projection for which a
viewing distance has been built into the program. Examples of the output are
presented in Figure 12, which shows streamlines on the interior surface of an
inlet at angle of attack for both types of projection. The viewing angle is
I0 degrees with respect to the inlet centerline, which often has been found to
be an effective angle from which to view. While the viewing angle is the same
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for both projections, it appears to be quite different. In this case the
perspective view appears more informative, but examples can be found for which
orthographic is to be preferred.
The viewing angles input by the user are: a yaw angle PSI, a pitch angle
THETA, and a roll angle PHI. They are used both for examining the geometry
before performing the flow calculation and for viewing final results as dis-
cussed in this section. Since the rotation axes pertinent to the viewing angles
remain fixed in the body, it is simpler to imagine that the body and the
coordinate system remain fixed while the observer is rotated by the prescribed
yaw, pitch, and roll angles about the coordinate axes. In each case rotation
about a particular coordinate axes implies that the value of that particular
coordinate of the observer remains constant, as does his distance from the axes,
and the positive sense of rotation is clockwise. Initially, the observer is
assumed to be situated on the positive x-axis and to be looking towards the
origin, which he continues to do at all times. He is first rotated about the
z-axis by the yaw angle and thus remains in the xy-plane. The observer is then
rotated about the y-axis by the pitch angle and finally about the x-axis by the
roll angle. This last rotation is rarely used, because the observer can be
brought to any desired inclination using only the yaw and pitch angles.
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15.2 Equi-ValueContoursin a Cross Section
As describedin Sections9.0 and 14.0,planecrosssectionsare definedat
variouslocationsinsidethe inletby meansof a pointand a normalvector.
Controlpointsare automaticallydistributed"spiderwebstyle"overthe cross
sectionfromthe inputpointto the innersurfaceof the inletif thereis no
centerbodyat thatlocationor fromthe surfaceof the centerbodyto the inner
surfaceof the inletif thereis a centerbody.Coordinatesare definedin the
cross-sectionplanehavingthe inputpointas origin. Tabularoutputof
variousflowquantitiesat the controlpointsis provided.
The graphicaloutput option for a cross sectionfirst plots the geometric
shape of the cross sectionusing its own coordinatesystem,i.e., the intersection
of the cross-sectionplane with the centerbody(if any) and the interiorsurface
of the inlet. It then constructsfour separateplots againstthis geometry
consistingof curvesof equal value of: nondimensionalpressure(pressurecoef-
ficientincompressiblyand static-to-totalpressure ratio compressibly),Mach
numbe_ and flow angles with respectto the cross-sectionnormal vector in the
planes definedby this vector and the cross-sectioncoordinateaxes. Increments
of value to be used for these curvesmay be input by the user, but the same
values must be used for all cross sections. Defaultvalues for the plotting
incrementsare O.l for nondimensionalpressureand Mach number and one degree for
the two angles. As an aid to interpretation,the equi-valuecurve having the
smallestvalue of the quantity in questionand the curve havinga value halfway
between the largestand smallestvaluesof the quantityare plottedas heavy and
dotted curves,respectively. The valuesof the quantitycorrespondingto these
two curves and the value incrementare printedon the plot.
To illustratethiscapability,the exampleshownin Figure13 was selected.
It is a roundinletbut was panelledas a three-dimensionalbody. The locations
of the two crosssectionswhereflowquantitiesare computedare shown. The
forwardcrosssectionwas designatedthe controlstationwherethe average
velocitywas specifiedas threetimesfreestream.The angleof attackwas 400.
Figure14 showsisobarplotsat the two crosssections.Figure15 showsplots
of equalvaluesof flowangle. Herethe cross-sectionnormalvectoris parallel
to the x-axis. Thusthe flowanglein the xz-planehas themeaningof a pitch
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angle and has been so designatedin Figure 15. In generalno such neat desig-




Figure 13. Cross sections selected for output and inlet operating conditions.
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While virtually all major computer programs are the result of group efforts,
the present work has been especially dependent on the creative contributions of
a number of colleagues. Very significant portions of the final program were
contributed by Mr. Douglas Halsey and Mr. Douglas Friedman. The running of cases
for program checkout and evaluation, together with all manual graphics, was
performed by Mrs. Sue Schimke.
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17.0 PRINCIPALNOTATION
A area of a panel
Ac area of the intersection of a plane with the centerbody
Ao area of the intersection of the initial centerline plane withthe interior Of the inlet
AFp flow passage area
A_p geometric area associated with exterior points of the inlet'ssurface
normal velocity at ith control point due to unit source density
Aij on jth panel
a speed of sound, a. is critical speed, equation (43)
B combination constant for static solution, equation (5)
B(k) strength of bound vorticity on the kth strip of the inlet
c subscript used with V._,p,q, and P to denote average condi-
tions over a cross section
F vector volume flux through a cross section
j subscript denoting quantities associated with the jth panel
L number of lifting strips
M Mach number
N total number of panels on both inlet and centerbody
nx,ny,n z components of unit normal vector
P pressure
Q control station mass flow used in combination program, equations
(5), (30), and (51)
r number of control points in radial direction across a cross
section
q dynamic pressure
s as a subscript denotes freestream static conditions; as a super-
script denotes quantities associated with solution to flow about
inlet in static operation
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T number of N-lines on the inlet; also denotes temperature
t a subscript denoting reservoir conditions
V fluid velocity
V freestream velocity
Vi velocity vector at ith control point. Subscript 0 denotes
onset flow velocity. Subscript k denotes velocities due to
vorticity solution on kth strip. Superscript f denotes
velocity of fth fundamental flow solution. Specifically f
can be either: s denoting static solution, (I00) denoting
solution at zero angle of attack and yaw, (010) denoting pure
yaw, or (001) denoting 90o angle of attack with no yaw.
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates
Xcs,Ycs,Zcs coordinates of input cross-section point
x_k),y_k),z_k)''" coordinates of intersection of kth centerbody N-line with cross-
section plane




€ density ratio, equation (53)
_,n Cartesian coordinates in the plane of a cross section. The
n-axis is parallel to the y = 0 plane, which is the symmetry
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iAPPENDIXB. EXTERNALUNITS USEDIN THE INLET PROGRAM
A total of 30 temporarystorageexternal units are used. The unit numbers
are: l, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, lO, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33. In additionto these units,a SD-4060
unit is also required if graphicalplot option is selected.
Thereare 3 modesof operationin thisprogram:
ModeO: To obtainthe fundamentalsolution,cross-sectionand combined
solution(incompressibleor compressible).
Model: To obtainthe fundamentalsolution.Basicgeometrydata is
inputonlyand unitnumbers4, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, 32, 33 should
be savedso thatdatamay be usedfor the combinationsolution.
Mode2: To obtainthe combinationsolutiononly. Cross-sectiondataand
the combinationdatashouldbe inputbut not the basicdatathat
definedthe inlet.
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B.2 Data Assignments to External Storage
Unit Unit
Variable Number Unit Function
Unit #I scratch units
Unit #2
N_UT Unit #3 individual vorticity onset flows
IGE_M Unit #4 geometric quantities for each input panel (on-body + wake)
NKUTTA Unit #8 intermediate (left and right) vorticity flows
NAIJ Unit #9 "plus" Aij matrix
NRSlDE Unit #I0 right-hand sides for "plus" matrix
Unit#II "plus" .NT Unit#12 on body + off-body Vij
ND Unit#13
Unit#14
Unit#15 scratchunitsto be usedin C_LS_L(matrixsolutions)
Unit#16
NSIG Unit#17 sourcedensitysolutionsfor eachonsetflow
UnitUnit#19#18 "minus"on-body+ off-body .VijNM
NAMIJ Unit#20 "minus" Aij matrix




N_FSAV Unit#25 generatedcross-sectiondatafromthe inputcross-sectionpointsSCSAVE Unit#26
NFLUX Unit#27 volumefluxdata
NV Unit.,#28 combinedvelcoitiesat cross-sectioncontrolpoints
KUNIT Unit#29 importantdataare savedon thisunitfor restartcapability
IUA Unit#30 data for streamlinetracingprogram
IUB Unit#31 data for streamlineplots
IUNITI Unit#32 viewinganglesfor the inputgeometryplots
IUNIT Unit#33 coordinatesof inputon-bodypoints
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APPENDIXC. SAMPLEINPUTANDOUTPUTFORA SMALLPANELNUMBERTESTCASE
C.I Input for the Test Case
(Card Column)
0 1 2 3 _ 5 6 7
1 1 1 0 1 _ L b 1 0 0 1 O
INLE] lEST CASE _i]H GENTtkbGOY 1HAKh I PL. bYH. ]YPE C ONE









I.O O. O. I
1.50 -0. I_3_05 -_.iO
2.00 -O.JO_iO_-G.175
4.00 -0.30_109 -O.IYb

































0.0 0.0 O. 0 Vik_ OF bGUY LGU_LIwG 5OWN T_ .X AAIS TOWAKO5 THE ORIGIN
-90.0 O.O u. o Vi=_ OF OdOY LLb_L_,G UU_N Ill= .Y A_i5 IG_RD_ IM_ UklblN
0,0 90,0 O, 0 VILW O_ OUDY L@O&i|IU DOWN ]h_ --L AAIb IO_ARU_ ]M_.UKIGIN
5°0 _.O O.C C ) uE_mc_ VlkN u_ l_u _UUY FROM lnE *_ *Y +Z 51Dc
lO.O I0.0 0._' _ I0 Dab_€ VI_H U_ l_ bU_Y F_UH T_ *X *Y .Z 51D_
I_.0 1>,0 0.0 b Ib DL6KCn Vl_ OF lh_ bOU¥ HKUH THL *X *¥ *L SID_
BU.O 30.0 O.O O 3u bu_b Vlu_ UF TM_ _uDV VkOm l_t+X *Y .Z blbE
4).0 _>.0 O. I _9--t._GR_6 Vl_ OH ]ht buoy FKUM lht *X .¥ *Z $1Dt
2
0.2b O. O. 1.0 O. O. 53.0 0. O. L°O O. O. 5
0.125 O. O. 1.0 O. O.
l. ZbO O. O. 1,0 O. O.
2.500 O, O, 1.0 O, O,
_.500 O. O. 1.0 O. O.
0,0 O.O i#l.b I
15.87_
0.02 1.0 1.0 O.OZ






LONG BEACH DIVIS ION
THURSDAY. APR 19, 1979






CASE 10 TeS T
~~~ij~~ R~ b~~!~~8YS~hl~P~S b
BASIC BODY INPUT CHECKOUT 0
SPECIAL LAST WAKE OPTION 1
PIECEWISE VORTICITY OPTION 0
SY~METRY INPUT CPT ION 1
DIPOLE STRENGTH CONSTANT INPUT 0
FU~DA~ENTAL SOLUTION OPTION -- 1CROSS-SECTION INPUT OPTION ---
FLOW PASSAGE CPTION --- 1
CO~BINATION PROGRAM OPTION --- 0
I NPUT CONTROL STAT ION NO. 1
I~PUT CENTERBOny DOWNSTREAM OF INLET LIP. TYPE C
USER SELECTS TO RUN THE FOLLOW ING
FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION PROGRAMCROSS-SECTICN PROGRAM
FbOW PASSAGE PROr,RAMC MHINATIQN PROGRAM I COMPRESSIBLE
COMPONENTS OF THE UNIFr.RM ONSET FLOWS
( 1 I 1.000000, 0.0 0.0
( 2 I 0.0 0.0 1.000000
( 3 I 0.0 1.000000, 0.0

























PROGRAM J1HP, DOUGLAS AIRCgAFT COMPANY PAGE 2
LONG BEACH OIVIS ION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBOOY I WAKE I PL, SYM, TYPE C ONE
N M X X X X NX XO D TYPE OF
Y Y Y Y NY YO T E LE MENT
Z Z Z Z NZ ZO A
! ! 6.000000 g.000000 9.000000 6°000000 -0.327327 7.999998 2.3842E-07 NLIF
,0 0,0 3,2311E
0°0 L0.200000 -I,039229 -0,472456 -0,346410 +00, 0,600000 0,0 .818317 0,600000 1,90491.00
2 9.000000 12.000000 12.000000 9.000000 -0.251459 [0.636363 2.0489F-07
0.0 0.0 -1.818653 -I°039229 -0.483934 -0.732185 3.51141.00
1,200000 2,099999 Io049999 0,600000 0.838198 1,268181 5.1143F+00
3 12,000000 24,000000 24,000000 12,000000 0.0 18.000000 5.36441-07
0.0 0.0 -1.818653 -1.818653 -0.500000 -0.909327 1.21821+01
2.099999 2,099999 1,0.29999 1.049999 0,866025 1,51_998 2,52001+01
,
2 I 6.000000 9.000000 9°000000 6.000000 -0.327326 7.999998 1.1921F-07 NLIF
0,0 -1,039229 -1°039229 0,0 -0,9449LL -0,692819 3,23111+00
0,0 0,600000 -0,600000 0,0 0,0 0,000000 1,9049E+00
2 9.000000 12.000000 12.000000 9.000000 -0.251460 10.636362 3.5763F-07
-Io039229 -1.818653 -1.818653 -1.039229 -0.967868 -l.46436B 3.51141.00
0,600000 1.049999 -I.049999 -0.600000 0.0 -0.000000 5.1143_.00
3 12.000000 24,000000 24.000000 12.000000 0.0 18.000000 0,0
-1.818653 -1.818653 -1.818653 -1.818653 -1.000000 -1,818653 1.21821.01
1.049999 [.049999 -1.049999 -1.049999 0,0 0,0 2,52001+01
3 1 6.000000 9.000000 9.000000 6.000000 -0.327327 7.999998 2.38421-07 NL|F
0.0 -1.039229 0.0 0.0 -0.472456 -0.3466[0 3.2311F_00
0.0 -0.600000 -[.200000 0.0 -0.818317 -0.600000 1.9049E.00
2 9.000000 12.000000 1_ _00000 9. 000000 -0.25 1459 10.636363 0.0
-1.039229 -1.818653 v: v 0.0 -0.483934 -0.732185 3.51141+00
-0,600000 -1,049999 -2.099999 -1.200000 -0,838198 -1.268180 5,[1431+00
3 12,000000 24.000000 24,000000 12.000000 0,0 18,000000 2,98021-07
-1.818653 -1.818653 0.0 0.0 -0.500000 -0.909326 1°2182F.01
-I,049999 -I,049999 -2.099999 --2,099999 -0,866025 -1.574998 2,52001+01
1 I 24.000000 12.000000 12.000000 24.000000 0.0 18.000000 2.4000E+01 LIFT
0.000006 0.000006 -5.[96150 -5.196150 0.500000 -2.598071 1.3416_+01
6.000000 6.000000 3.000000 3.000000 -0.866026 4.500000 7.20001+01
2 12,000000 3,000000 3,000000 12,000000 -0.114708 7,500000 1,8120E+OI
0.000006 0.000006 -6.235382 -5.196150 0.496699 -2.851880 1.12251+01





PROGRAM JLHPI DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE 3
LONG BEACH DIVIS ION
CASE NO, TEST' THURSDAYt APR Lqt 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERB_]OY I WAKE I PL. SYH. TYPE C ONE
N H X X X X NX XO D TYPE OF
y y Y Y NY YO T ELEMENT
Z Z Z Z NZ ZO A
1 3 3.000000 _.Q 0.0 3.000000 -0.654653 1o500000 7o93731+00 LIFT0.000906 v.OO0006 -8.033454 -6.235382 0.377964 -3.767204 9.6794E.00
7.199999 10.199999 5.099999 3.599999 -0.654654 6.524998 3.6911E+0/
40;00"000006 3.000000 0.0 -0.656654 1.500000 7.9373_.000.9 0006 .77965 -5. 662,11.251+01
19o199999 13.199999 6.599997 5.099999 0.654654 8.774994 4.9639E.01
5 3.000000 12.000000 12.000000 3.000000 -0.114707 7.500000 1.81201.01
0.00000o 0.000012 -12.470764 -11.431532 -0.496700 -5.975566 1.6519E.01
13.199999 14.399998 7.199993 6.599997 0.860309 10.349991 1.2530E.02
6 12.000900 24.000000 24.000000 12.000000 0.0 18.000000 2.4000F+01
0.000012 0.000012 -12.470764 -12.470764 -0.500000 -6.235375 1,8745E.01
14.399998 14.399998 7.199993 7.199993 0.866026 10.799988 1.7280E*02
? 24.000000 36.003000 36.000000 24.000000 0.0 30.000000 2.40001*01 WAKE
0.0000[2 0.000012 -12.470764 -12.470764 -0.500000 -6.235375 1.8745E.01
14.399998 14.399998 7.199993 7.199993 0._66026 10.799988 1.7280E.02
2 I 24.000000 12.000000 12.000000 24.000000 0.0 18.000000 2.4000E.01 LIFT
-5.196150 -5.196150 -5.196150 -5.196150 1.000000 -5.196150 1.3416E+01
3.000000 3.000000 -3.000000 -3.000000 0.0 0.0 7.2000F+01
2 12.0C0000 3.000000 3.000000 12.000000 -0. I14708 7.500000 1.8120E+01
-5.196150 -6.235302 -6.235382 -5.196150 0.993399 -5.715766 1.1225E.01
3.000000 3.599999 -3.599999 -3.000000 0.0 O.O 5.99267+01
3 3.000000 0.0 0.0 3.000000 -0.654653 1.500000 7.9372E+00
-6.235382 -8.833454 -8.833454 -6.235382 0.755929 17.534418 9.67941.00
3.599999 5.099999 -5.099999 -3.599999 0.0 0.0 3.6911F.01
4 0.0 3.000000 3.000000 0.0 -0.654654 1.500000 7.9373E.00
-8.833454 -11.431532 -11.431532 -8.833454 -0.755929 -10.L32492 1.2445E+01
5.099999 6.599997 -6.599997 -5.099999 0.9 0.0 4.9639E.01
5 3.0C0000 12.000000 12.000000 3.000000 -0. I14708 7.500000 1._120F.01
-11.431532 -12.470764 -12.470764 -11.431532 -0.993399 -11.951141 1.6519E.01
0.599997 7.199993 -7.199993 -6.599997 0.0 0.0 1.2530E+02
6 12.000300 24.000000 24.000000 12.000000 0.0 18.000000 2.4000E.01
-12.470764 -12.470764 -12.470764 -12.470764 -1.000000 -12.470164 I.R745F.01
7.199993 7.199993 -7.199993 -7.IQ9993 0.0 0.0 1.7280F.02
T 24.003000 36.000000 36.000000 24.000000 0.0 30.000000 2.4000E.01 WAKE
-12.470764 -12.470764 -12.4107_4 -12.470764 -1.000000 -12.470764 _.8745E.01
?.199993 7.199993 -7.199993 -7.199993 0.0 0.0 i .7280E.02
PROGRAM JlHPt DOUGLAS ATRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE %
LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO, TEST THURSDAYt APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE 1 Pt, SYM, TYPE C ONE
N M X X X X NX X0 D TYPE OF
Y Y Y Y NY YO T ELEMENT
Z Z Z Z NZ ZO A
3 .t 24.000000 I2.000OO0 12.000000 24.000000 0.0 18.DO0000 Z.4OOOE.OI LIFT
-5.196150 -5,196150 0.0 0.0 0.500000 -2.598075 [,3416E.0[
-3.000000 -3.000000 -6.000000 -6.000000 0.866025 -4.500000 7.2000F.01
2 12.000000 3.000000 3,000000 IZ,000000 -0.114708 7.500000 1.8120E+01
-5.196150 -6.235382 0.0 0.0 0.496700 -2.857382 1.1225E+OI
-3.000300 -3.599999 -7.199999 -6.000000 0.860309 -4.949999 5.9926E_01
3 3.000000 0.0 0.0 3.000000 -0.654654 1.500000 7.Q3T3E+O0
-6.235332 -8.833454 -0.000006 0.0 0.377964 -3.767209 9.6793E+00
--3.5g9999 -5.099999 -10.199999 -T.1q9999 0.654654 -6.524998 3.6911E.OL
0.0 3.000000 3.000000 0.0 -0.654654 _.500000 7.0373F_00
--8.833454 -11.431532 -O. O0000b -0.000006 -0.377965 -5.066248 /.2445E.01
--5.099999 -6.599997 -13.199999 -[0.199999 -0.654654 -8.774994 4.9639E*01
5 3.000000 12.000000 12.000000 3.000000 -0.I14708 7.500000 I.Bl20E.OI
-11,43L532 -12.470764 -0.003006 -0.000006 -0.496700 -5.075574 [.6519£.01
-6.599997 -7.199993 -14.399998 -13.199999 -0.860309 -10.349991 1.2530E.02
b 12.000000 24.000000 24.000000 I2.O000OO 0.0 18.000_00 2.4000E.01
-12.470764 -12.670764 -0.000006 -0.000006 -0.500001 -6.235385 1.8745E+01
-1.199993 -7.199993 -14.399998 -14.399998 -0.86&026 -10.799988 1.7280E_02
7 24.090000 36.000000 36.000000 24.000000 0.0 30.000000 2.4000F.01 WAKE
-12.47076_ -12.470764 -O.O0000& -0.000006 -0.500001 -6.235385 1.8745E.01
-7.199993 -7.199993 -14.399998 -14,399998 -0,866026 -10.799988 1,7280E.02
tD
•-,4
PROGRAH JIHP, OOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE 5
_0 LONG BEACH DIVISION
CO CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBOOY t WAKE I PL, SYM, TYPE C ONE
TABLE OF INPUT INFORMAT ION
INPUT SECTION TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS EXTRA STRIP SOURCE ELEMENTS WAKE ELEMENTS IN
SECTION NO, TYPE IN EACH SECTION STRIPS NO. IN THE STRIP THE STRIP
1 O 9 l 3 0
2 3 0
3 3 0
2 I 21 4 6 1
5 6 l
6 6 I
PROGRAM JIHP, DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE 8
LONG BEACH DIV ISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY_ APR 1.9, LqT9
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE I PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
BODY SECTION NO, = 2 TYPE = I TOTAL NO. OF POINTS = 21 NO. OF STRIPS = 3
LIFTING SECTION NO. l NO. OF SOURCE ELEMENTS 6
NO° OF WAKE ELEMENTS l TOTAL NO° OF ELEMENTS PER STRIP T
TOTAL NO. OF CONTROL POINTS ( INCL, OFF BODY POINTS I = 27
TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS IN THE LIFTING SECTION = 21
NO° OF FAR ELEMENTS = 36 NO. OF INTERMEOIATE ELEMENTS = 168 NO. OF NEAR ELEMENTS = 1416
THE 27 X 27 MATRIX WITH 5 RIGHT SIDES WAS SOLVED DIRECTLY IN O.OlIMINUTES,
THE 27 X 27 MATRIX WITtl I RIGHT SIDES WAS SOLVED DIRECTLY IN O.OIOMINUTES.
PROGR_M JIHP, DOUGLAS /_[RCRAFT COMPANY PAGE 11
LONG BEACH DIVISICN
CASE NO.. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY 1 WAKE I PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION OUTPUT
I STATVX STATVY STATVZ UVX[ UVYI UVZI UVX2 UVY2 UVZ2 UVX3 UVY3 UVZ3
1 16.91554 -2.92990 5. 07462 0.95474 -0.16537 0.28642 0.21455 0.32402 0.27289 -0.12387 0.64703 0.32402
2 22. 12704 -2.87444 4.07854 1.22937 -0.15970 0.27661 0.14612 0.28300 0.20723 -0.08436 0.53402 0.28301
3 22.35988 -0.00003 -0.00001 1.23063 -0.00000 -0.00000 0.02573 0.35573 0.20538 -0.01486 0,,61614 0.35573
4 16.91557 -5.85971 -0.00010 0.95474 -0.33073. -0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 0.83410 -0.24774 0.08582 -0.00000
5 22,,12706 -5.74877 -0.00008 1.22937 -0.31940 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00000 0.69741 -0. 16873 0,,04384 0.00000
6 22.35986 0.00000 -0. 00005 1.23063 O. 00000 0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00000 0.82152 -0. h2971 O. 00000 -0. 00000
7 16.91560 -2.92981 -5.07468 0.95474 -0.16536 -0.28642 -0.21454 -0.32401 0.27289 -0.12387 0.64703 -0.32402
8 22.12708 -2. 8743& -4.97859 1.22937 -0. I5970 -0.27661 -0.14612 -0.2_300 0.20723 -0.08436 0.53402 -0.28301
9 22.35986 0.00001 -0.00300 1.23063 -0. 00000 0.00000 -0.02573 -0.35573 0.20538 -0.0[486 0.61614 -0.35573
10 22.45866 -0.00001 O. 00000 1.19751 -0.00000 0.00000 0.02409 0.33969 0.19613 -0.01391 0.58037 0.33969
11 20.20905 1.16665 -2.02096 1.13273 0.06540 -0.11327 -0.14185 0.32269 0.20523 0.08190 0.57784 0.32269
12 8.04817 3.48491 -6.03613 0.33951 0.14701 -0.25463 -1.16699 -O.02qll 1.15019 0.67376 1.11658 -0.02910
13 -1.35973 0.58878 -1.01980 0.92633 -0.40111 0.69475 1.32015 -0.01053 1.31408 -0.76219 1.30192 -O.OI 053
14 -0.35757 0.02065 -0.03576 1.19592 -0.06905 0.11959 0.34165 0.61203 0.39891 -0.19725 1.10562 0.61203
15 -2.29943 -0.03002 0.0001i 1.07329 -0. 00000 0.00000 -0.18418 0.63284 0.36537 0.10633 1.09611 0.63384
16 22.45863 -0.00002 -0.00003 1.19751 --0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O. 7e449 -0.02782 O.OOOO0 --0.00000
I7 20.20906 2.33352 -0. O00d2 1.13274 0.13080 0.00000 0.0 O. 00000 0.76415 0.16380 0.018q2 --0.00000
8 8.04815 6.96990 -0.00003 0.33951 0.29402 0.00000 --0.00000 -0.00000 I.O_9T8 1.34752 1.16699 -0. 00000-1.35975 1 1r757 0 92633 - 8022 0.00000 1 2g584 -1.52437 32,315 0
20 --0.35756 0.04129 -0.00001 I.[9592 -0.13809 0.00000 0.0 0.00000 1.45;]98 -0.39450 0.04556 0.00000
21 -2.29944 -0.030[4 -0.00003 1.07329 -0. 00000 O.O0000 -O.OOOO0 0.00000 1.46148 0.2[207 O. 00000 O. 00000
22 22.45863 O. OOOO0 -0.00001 1.19751 -0. 00000 -0. 00000 -0.02409 -0.33969 O. I(_612 -0.01391 0.58837 -0.33969
23 20.20901 1.16671 2.02094 1.13273 0.06560 0.I1327 0.14185 -0.32269 0.20522 0.081q0 0.57784 -0.32269
24 8.04811 3.48491 6.03609 0.3395,3 0.14701 0.25403 1.16699 0.02911 1.15019 0.67376 1.11658 0.02911
25 -1.35974 0.58879 1.01979 0.92633 -0.40111 -0.69475 -I.32015 0.01053 1.31407 -0.76219 1.30192 0.01053
26 -0.35757 0.02064 0.03577 1.19592 -0.06905 -0.11959 -0.34164 -0.61203 O. 3g891 -0.19725 1.10562 -0. 61203




PROGRAM JIHP. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE '12
LONG REACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY[ APR 19_ [979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE I PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
CROSS SECTION AND CONTRCL STATION PROGRAM
C.S, CROSS SECTION POINT NORMAL VECTOR RADIAL
NO. XCSP YCSP ZCSP tJI UJ UK ELEMS.
L O,,I50000E+01 0.0 O.O O, IO0000E+O 1 0.0 0.0 5
2 0,18_)000E.02 O.O 0,0 O. 100000 E.01 0.0 0.0 5
FORMATION OF CROSS SECTION ELEMENTS
CROSS SECTION NO. [
CROSS SECTION POINT O.LSOOOOE.OL O.O 0.0
ELEMENTS TO BE FORMED PER STRIP 5
NORMAL VECTOR COMPONENTS O,,IO0000E.OI 0,0 O,O
UNIT NORMAL VECTOR O°IO0000E.01 0,0 O°O
AXI A12 AI3 0.0 O, IO0000E.Ol 0.0AZl A22AZ3 o.o o.o Q._oooooE_olA3,A3ZA33 o.[oooooE*olo.o u.u
PROGRAM JLHP, DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE 15
LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO, TEST THURSDAY, APR lq, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY i WAKE I PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
CROSS SECTION AND CONTRCL STATION PROGRAM
J I X X X X RIX R2X XC Xl TYPE
Y Y Y RIY R2Y _F ETAL Z Z Z R}Z R2Z __ AREA
[ l 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 0.0 1o50000 -0.37672 CROS
0.0 0.00000 -1.50688 0.0 -1.50688 -0.00000 -0.37672 0.65250
0,0 L.74000 01_7000 010. 01B7000 11,74000 0.65250 [,OLOqO
2 1.50000 L.5000O 1,50000 1.50000 0.0 O.O L.50000 11.13016 CROS
O. O0000 0.00000 -3.01377 -1.50688 -3.01377 -1.50688 -1.13016 1.05750
1° 74000 3.48000 I,74000 0.87000 0.0 -2.61000 1.95750 3.93296
3 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 0.0 1.50060 -I,89360 CROS
0.00000 0.00000 -4.52065 -3.01377 -4.52065 -3.01377 -1.88360 3.26_50
3,49000 5.22000 2.61000 1.74000 -0.87000 -3,48000 _.26250 6,55494
- 63704 CROS
, 1.5oooo1.5oooo1.5oOOOo27_1._ooooo.o 0.0 _._oooo4.2"_675o-4._2065-6.02754-4.52065-2 637 40 000000 00000-6.
5.22000 6.96000 3.48000 2.61000 -1.74000 -4.35000 4.56750 9.17691
5 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 0.0 1._0000-3,3_048cRos000000 0.000017534,2 6021_3 753442 602754 33_0€_ 5_72506.96000 8.70000 4.35000 3.48000 -2.61000 -5.22000 5.87250 11.79,90
2 I 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 0.0 1.50000 -0.7534_ CROS
0.0 -I.50688 -I,50698 0.0 --I.50688 1.50688 -0.75344 O.O
0,0 0,87000 -0,87000 0,0 -0,87000 -0.87000 0,0 1,31099
.50000 1.50000 1.50000 [.50000 0.0 0._ 1.50000 12.26032 CROS2 !
-I.50688 -3.01371 -3.01377 -1.50688 -1.53688 I._06_8 -2.26032 -O.OOOO0
0.81000 ,1.14000 -1° 14000 -0.87000 -2.61000 -2.61000 -0.00000 3.93296
3 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50030 0.0 0.0 1.50000 -3.76721 CROS
-3.01377 -_.52065 -4.52C65 -3.01317 -1.50688 1.50688 -3.76721 0.0
1.74000 2.61000 -2.61000 -1,74090 -4.35000 -4.35000 0.0 6.55494
4 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 0.0 1.50000 -5.27409 CROS
-4.52065 -6.02753 -6.02153 -4.52065 -1.50688 1.50688 -5.2r40q 0.0
2.610)0 3.48000 -3.48000 -2.61000 -6.09000 -6.09000 0.0 g.17691
5 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 O.O l.5OO00 -6.78097 CROS
-6.02753 -7.53442 -7.53442 -6.02753 -1.50688 1.50688 -6.78097 0.0
3.48000 4.35000 -4.35000 -3.48000 -7.83000 -7.83000 " 0.0 11.79890
3 1.53000 1.50000 1.50000 50000 0.0 0.0 1.5000 -0.37672 CROS
0.0 11.50688 -0.00000 U.O -0.00000 1.50688 -0.37672 10.6_250




rO PROGRAM JIHP, DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PAGE L6
LONG BEACH DIV ISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLEI TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE [ PL. SYM, TYPE C ONE
CROSS SECTION AND CONTRCL STATION PROGRAM
X RIX R2X XF XI TYPEJ I yX yX yX Y RIY R2Y .,,, ETA
Z Z Z Z RIZ R2Z ZC AREA
3 2 1.50OO0. 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 O.O O.O ' 1.50000 .1.13016 CROS
-1.50688 -3.01377 -0.00000 -0. 00000 1.50688 3.01377 -1.13016 -1.95750
-O. BTO00 -1.74000 -3.48000 -1.74000 -2.6IOOO O.O -1.95750 3oq3296
3 1, 50000 1.50000 1,50000 1,50000 O,O 0.0 1.50000 -1.88360 CROS
-3.01377 -4.52065 -0. OOOOO -0.00000 3.01376 4.52065 -1.88_60 -3.26250
-1.74000 -2.61000 -5.22000 -3.48000 -3.48000 -0.87000 -3.26250 6.55494
4 1.50000 1.50000 _1.500000. 1.50000 0 O.O -2.63705 CROSooooo -o ooooo _:52o65 6 02753 _;_:5oooo63-/05 4.56750-4. 2 65 -6.02753
--2.61000 -3.48000 -6. g6000 -5.22000 --4.35000 -1.74000 -4. 56750 9.17691
5 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 1.50000 0.0 0.0 1.50000 -3.39040 CROS
-6,02753 -7.53442 -0. O000O -0.00000 6.02753 7.53442 -3.39049 -5.87249
--3.48000 -4.35000 -8.70000 -6.96000 -5.22000 -2.61000 -5.87249 11.79880
W_ -----
FINISHED COMPUTATION FOR CROSS SECTION I
TOTAL NUMBER OF OFF-BODY POINTS GENERATED "- 15
FORMATION OF CRCSS SECTION ELEMENTS
CROSS SECTION NO. 2
CROSS SECTION POINT 0.180000E+02 0.0 O.O
ELEMENTS Tn BE FORMED PER STRIP 5
NORMAL VECTOR COMPONENTS O.IOOOOOE+01 0.0 0.0
UNIT NORMAL VECTOR O.IO0000E+01 O.O O.O
A11 At2 AI3 0.0 O.IO0000E+O I 0.0
A21 AZ2 A23 O.O O.O 0.I O0000E.O I
A31 A32 A33 O. 100000E+01 O.O O.O
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LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBOOY I WAKE 1 PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
CROSS SECTION AND CONTRCt STATION PROGRAM
J I X X X X R[X R2X XC Xl TYPE
y y Y Y RIY R2Y YC FTA
Z Z Z Z R]Z R2Z ZC AREA
1 [ [B.O0000 18.00000 18.00000 [8.00000 Q.O O.O 18,00000 -l.07820 CROSO.O O.O0000 -2.49415 -,..81805 -Z.49415 -1.81865 -1,07820 1.86750
2.10000 2.88000 1.44000 [.05000 -0.66000 -1.83000 1.86750 1.68199
2 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 O.O O.O 18.00000 -1.41595 CROS
0.03000 O.O0000 -3. 16965 -2.49415 -3.16965 -2.49415 -1.41595 2.45250
2.88000 3.66000 1.83000 1.44000 --1.05000 -2.22000 2.45250 2.20888
3 18.00000 18.00000 18,,00000 [8.00000 O.O 0.0 18.00000 -[°75370 CROS
0.00000 O.00000 -3.84515 -3.16965 -3.845[5 -3.16965 -1.75370 3.03750
3.65000 4.44000 2.22000 1.83000 -1.44000 -2.6[000 3.03750 2.73577
4 18.03000 18.0'9000 [8, O000O [8.00000 0.0 0.0 18.00000 -2.09145 CROS
0.00000 O.00000 -4.52065 -3.84515 -4.52065 -3.84516 -2.00145 3.62250
4.44000 5.22000 2.61000 2.22000 -[.83000 -3.00000 3.62250 3.26266
5 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 0.0 O.O 18.00000 -2.42q20 CROS
0.00000 O.00001 --5.19615 --4.52065 -5.19635 -4.52066 -2.42920 4.20750
5.22000 6.00000 3.00000 2.61000 -2.22900 --3.39000 4.20750 3.78955
2 I l_:o_ooo,_:0_;?_1_:ooooo1800000 oo 00 18.00000_:_5640eROSe[06_ 49415 1818_5 0 67350 o67550 2 156,.1.o5o0o 1.44000[4,.000 [05000 249000 249000 oo 1681,,9
2 1,.ooooo18.00000[8.0000018.00000o.o 0.0 18.00000-2.,3190eros
-2.49415 -3.[6965 -3.16_65-2._q415 -o.6-,_5o0.67550 -2.,3,9oo.o
1.44000 [.83000 -1.83000 -1.44000 -3.27000 -3.27000 0.0 2.20888
3 i,.0000018ooooo 18.00000[,.00000o.o o.o 18.00000-3._0740cRos
-3.'16905 -_:84515 -3.845[5 -3.16965 -0.67550 0.67550 -3..50740 O.O
1.83000 2.22000 -2.22000 -1.83000 -4.05000 -4°05000 0.0 2.73577
,, 18.0_000[8.00000,8.000001,.ooooo0.0 0.0 IS.0oooo-4.,_290cRos
-3.8,,315452065, 52065 38,.51_067550 06,550 41,290 oo
2.22000 2.0[000 -2.61000 -2.22000 -4.83000 -4.83000 0.0 3.26266
s 18.ooooo [8.00000 t_.ooooo [,.ooooo o.o o.o 18.ooooo -,,.858,.ocRos
-,,.52065 -5.196l_ -5.[9_,[5 -4.52065 -0.6T550 0.67350 -4.,5840 0.02.61000 3.00000 3 ooooo -2.61ooo -5.6[ooo -5.61ooo o.o 3.78955
X_
3 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 _ 00020 0.0 0.0 18.0000 -1.07820 CROS
-[.81865 -2.4q415 0.0 u.O 1.81865 2.49415 -1.07820 -1.86750
._ --[.05000 -[.44000 -2.88000 -2.10000 -1.83000 -0.66000 -1.86750 1.68199
0
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,--= LONG BEACH DIVISION
0 CASE N9. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 19794:=
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBOr)Y I WAKE 1 PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
CROSS SECTION AND CONTROL STATION PROGRAM
J I X X X X RIX R2X XC X[ TYPE
Y Y Y Y RIY R2Y YC ETA
Z Z Z Z RIZ R2Z ZC AREA
3 2 18,OOOO0 18.00000 18.00000 18. DO000 0.0 0.0 18.00000 -1.41595 CROS
-2.49415 -3.16965 0.0 O,O 2.49415 3.16965 -1.41595 -2.45250
-Lo46000 "1.83000 -3.66000 -2.88000 -2.22000 -1.05000 -2.45250 2.2088_
3 18.00000 18.00000 L8.00000 18.00000 0.0 0.0 18.00000 -[.75370 CROS
-3,16965 -3.86515 0,0 O.O 3.16965 3.84515 -1.75370 -3.03750
-1.83000 -2.22000 -4.44000 -3.66000 -2.61000 -1.64000 -3.03750 2.73577
4 18.00000 18.00000 [8.00000 18.00000 O.O 0.0 18.00000 -2.0qt65 CROS
-3.84515 -6.52065 0.0 0.0 3.84515 6.52065 -2.09145 -3.62250
-2.22000 -2.61000 -5.22000 -4.44000 -3.00000 -1.83000 -3.62250 3.26266
5 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 18.00000 0.0 O.O 18.00000 -2.42920 CROS
_4°52065 -5.19615 0.0 0.0 4.52065 5.19615 -2.42920 -6.20750
-2.6LOOO --3.00000 -6.00000 -5.22000 -3.39000 -2.22000 -4.20750 3.78955
FINISHED COMPUTATION FOR CROSS SECTION 2
IOTAL NUMBER OF OFF-BODY POINTS GENERATED = [5
Xc
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LONG eEACH DIVIS ION
CASE ND. TEST THURSDAY; APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY 1 WAKE 1 PL. SYM, TYPE C ONE
BODY SECTION NO. = 2 TYPE = I TOTAL NO° OF POINTS = 21 NO,. OF STI_IPS = 3
LIFTING SECTION NO, 1 NO. OF SOURCE ELEMENTS 6
NO,, OF WAKE ELEMENTS l TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS PER STRIP 7
TOTAL NO. OF CONTROL POINTS ( INCL. OFF DODY POINTS | = 15
TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS IN TIIE LIFTING SECTION = 21
NO. OF FAR ELEMENTS = 0 NO. OF INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTS = 126 NO. OF NEAR ELEMENTS = 774
FLOW FLUXX FLUXY FLUXZ TOTAL FLUX
I O°g69526E++832 8:8 o.O'o0" o.O'II9360E.O3193905E+062 ° 596uu,,c
• 3 -0°429153E-04 O,O O.O -0. t'_58307E-04
4 O, 6bO204E.02 O°O 0.0 O.O
CALCULATION OF CROSS SECTION NO. IHAS BEEN COMPLETED.
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LONG EEACH DIVISION
CASE NO,, TEST THURSDAYe APR lq, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE I PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
BODY SECTION NO,,,= 2 TYPE = I TOTAL NO. OF POINTS -- 21 NO. OF .STRIPS = 3
LIFTING SECTION NO. I NO. OF SOURCE ELEMENTS 6
NO, OF WAKE ELEMENTS l TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS PER STRIP T
TOTAL NO. OF CONTROL POINTS ( INCL. OFF BODY POINTS I = 1.5
TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS IN THE LIFTING SECTION = 21
NO. OF FAR ELEMENTS = 0 NO. OF INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTS = 111 NO. OF NEAR ELEMENTS = 789
FLOW FLUXX FLUXY FLUXZ TCTAL FLUX
! 0.920213E.03 0.0 0.0 0.184043E.04
2 0.498369E.02 0,0 0,0 O.g96737E+02
3 O. 3q3391E-05 0.0 0.0 O. 78678 IE-05
-0. I04613E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0
CALCULATION OF CROSS SECTION NO. 2HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
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LONG PEACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY 1 WAKE I PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
FLOW PASSAGE CALCULATION PROGRAM
C-P- CENTERLI NE POINT NORMAL VECTOR
NO. XCP YCP ZCP U I UJ UK
I O. 7500COE+00 0.0 0.0 0.100000 E_OI 0,0 O.O
O. 750000E+01 0.0 0.0 O. lO0000E+Ol 0.0 0.0
O. 150OOOF+02 0°0 0.0 0. IO0000E+OI 0.0 0.0







l"i'(LJbR/.dJiJJ.Nt" _ UL_UbL/.._, A]_Lr_AI:] L-L,,"IP,,.;.NY P_bF. -'6
LCNL, bL AL.N uIVI_ILN
:..A.:,_-,",b. |_| l-ki'JAY, 5-P .'_, LvT_
i.,_LLi l't. 51 ;,..A..hLi,vl"rh L.LI_,I__KL'GL'Y _ ICA_.L ] PL.._Y;-I. IYP_ t. ON_-
t-IN_-,L L;L;II"UI bLli'_IYI-wl:._._,L_'L.t5bLJ| J.OI'_I
CuM._IN,,,T]ON bbLUlitJh i,U. I
@
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LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE I PL, SYM. TYPE C ONE
FINAL OUTPUT COMPRESSIBLE SOLUTION
NON-SYMMETRY PRINT QJTPUT
SOLUTION FOR THE ON-BODY ELEMENTS
N M XC VX VMAG VBAR
YC VY MACH EPSLON
ZC VZ P / PT AREA(FPI
1 I 7.999998 255.825241 263.282959 266.170654
-0.346410 -44.310364 0.237253 C.970045
0.600000 43.679840 0.961577 112.236832
2 10,636363 337.686768 343.193115 321.380371
-0o732185 -43.867065 0.310487 C.955167
1.268181 42.717133 0.935346 92.055750
3 18.000000 342.087402 342.096924 364.805664
-0.909327 -0.000198 0.309476 0.940721
1.574998 2.538933 0.935750 81,890594
2 1 7.9999q8 256.037109 270.964355 266.170654
-0.692819 -88.693588 0.244257 C.970045
O.JO0000 -0.000158 0.959337 I12.236832
2 10.636362 337.948975 349.168701 321.380371
-1.464368 -87.801758 0.316000 .0.955167
-O. OOO000 0.000023 0.933132 92.955?50
3 18.000000 342.091553 342.091797 364.873535
-1.818653 0,000015 0.309472 C. g40696
0.0 0.000036 0.935750 81.875381
3 1 7.999998 255.825653 263.283447 266.1 70654
-0. 346410 -44.309662 0.237254 0.970045
-0.600000 -43.61S916 0.961577 112.236832
2 10.636363 337.686768 343.193115 321.380371
_:732185 -43.866455 0.3[0487 0.9551676 180 -42.717224 .9353 6 92.95 750
3 18.000000 342.090820 342.100342 364.856445
-0.909326 0.000073 0.309480 0.940703
-1.574998 -2.538962 0.935747 81.879181
4 1 18.000000 337.698975 337.707764 365.448975
-2.598071 -0.000_43 0.305431 0.940487
4.500000 2.423266 0.937352 81.746475
2 7.500000 305.916016 306.754395 266.170654
-2.857880 17.661087 0.276985 C.970045
4.949999 -14.20220_ 0.948100 112.236816
3 1.500000 102.800751 117.731537 143.946915
-3.767204 44.513550 0.105617 0.9_1560
6.524998 -36.211075 0.992232 207.53_011
4 1.500000 121.370392 _64.537415 56.035858
-5.066241 -52.554932 0.147764 0.998737
8.774994 97.876053 0.984868 533.125732
5 7.500000 165.750153 167.344025 16.709252
-5.975566 -9.56950_ 0.150296 0.99q888
10.349991 20.959061 0.984348 1787.98730
6 18.000000 135.253372 135.321167 5.673552
-6.235375 -0.000207 0.121441 0.999987
10.799988 4.279458 _.989747 5265.51562
I07
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LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY. APR 19, 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBOOY I WAKE L PL. SYM. TYPE C CNE
FINAL OUTPUT COMPRESSIBLE SOLUTION
NON-SYMMETRY PRINT OUTPUT
SOLUTION FOR THE ON-BODY ELEMENTS
MACH EPSLON
ZC VZ P I PT AREA(FPI
5 1 18.000000 337.698486 337. 698730 365,,448975
-5,196150 -0,000251 O. 305423 0.940 48 7
O.O 0,000008 0.937355 81.146475
2 7.500000 30 5.956543 307.989746 266.1 70654
-5.715"766 35,328491 0.27811 7 C.970045
0.0 0.000058 0.947689 112.236816
3 I•500000 I02.910522 136. 137894 143.946915
-7,534418 89,L23047 0.122176 0,991560
O.O 0.000048 0.989622 207.536011
6 1.500000 121.359207 160.543488 56.035858
-10.132492 -I05.100464 O, 144162 0.998737
0.0 0.000050 O.985589 533, 125732
7,500000 165.749906 166.851410 16,70B25_
5 -II. 951141 -19.139160 O, 149852 0.099888
0.0 0.000033 0.984440 1787.98730
6 18,000000 135.253296 135.253403 5.673552
-12.470764 -0,000963 0,121379 0.99q987
0.0 0,000012 0,989758 5265.51562
WWWW _Wk_%W_WWWW_WkWk _ W_W_Q_WW_=_ _ W_WW _ _ W_ =_ _W_WWWW
6 1 18.000000 337,698730 337.707764 365.448975
-2.598075 -0.000025 O. 305431 0.94048 7
-4.500000 -2.423203 0.937352 81o746475
2 7.500000 305,9 16016 306. 754395 266.170654
-2. 857882 17.66 162 1 O. 270985 0.970 045
-4. 949999 14.202299 0.948100 112.236816
3 1°500000 102.800186 117o 731094 143°946915
-3.767209 44.513626 0.105617 0,991560
-6.524998 36.211151 0.992232 207.536011
4 1.500000 121.370255 164. 537323 56.03S85R
-5. 066248 152 •554886 0 •147764 G,998 737
-8. 774994 -97.876068 O, 984868 533. 125732
5 _,500000 165.750320 167.3441g3 16.708 252
--5.975574 --9.569611 O.150296 0.999888
-10°349991 -20.959091 0.984348 1787.98730
6 18.000000 135.253418 135. 321228 5.673552
-6. 235385 -0.000322 O. 121441 0.999987
-10.7_9988 -4.279426 0.989747 5265.51562
I08
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LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR 19, 1979
INLET IEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY 1 WAKE ].PL. SYM. TYPE C ONE
FINAL OUTPUT CONIPRESSIBLE SOLUTION
SYMMETRY PRINT OUTPUT -- REFLECTED ELEMENTS
SOLUTION FOR THE ON-BODY ELEMENTS
N M XC VX VMAG VBAR
YC VY MACH EPSLON
ZC VZ P / PT AREA[FP)
IR 1 7,999n93 255.805099 262.551758 266.170654
0.346410 44.306885 0.236587 0.970045
0.600000 39.166000 0,961787 112.236832
2 10.636363 337.664795 342.695068 321.380371
0.732185 43.864227 0.3X0028 0.g55167
1.268181 38.705170 0.935529 92.955750
3 18.000000 342.0B7402 342.096924 364.805664
0.909527 0.000198 0.309476 0.940721
1.574998 -2.538939 0.935750 81.890594
2R 1 7.999998 256,037[09 270.964355 266.170654
0.692819 88.693588 0.244257 0.970045
0.000000 -0.000133 0.959337 112.236832
2 10,636362 337.n68975 349.16870l 321.380371
1.464368 87.801758 0.316000 0.9,55167
-0.000000 0.000021 0.933132 92.955750
3 18.000000 362.091553 362.091797 366.873535
1.818653 -0.000015 0.309672 C.940696
0.0 0.000042 0.935750 81.875381
3R 1 7.999998 255,805511 262.552002 266.170654
0.346410 64.306168 0.236587 C.970045
-0.600000 -39.1660_6 0.961787 112.236832
2 10.1636363 337.664795 362.694824 321.380371
0.732185 43.863617 0.310028 0.955167
-1.268180 -38.705215 0.935529 92.955750
3 18.000000 342.090820 342.100342 364.856645
0.909326 -0.000070 0.309480 0.940703
-1o574998 2.538970 0.935747 81.879181
4R 1 18.000000 337.698975 337.707766 365.468975
2.598071 0.000163 0.305431 0.940487
4.500000 -2.42306_ 0.937352 81.746475
2 307.00 6 9z6.,706-17.661560 .277216 0.970045
4.949999 -18.716019 0.968016 112.236816
3 1.500000 102.799973 117.609390 143.966915
3.767204 -44.513214 0.105507 0.991560
6.524998 -35.814515 0.992268 207.536011
4 1.500000 121.370621 164.622757 56.035858
5.066241 52.555023 O. 14_841 0.q98737
8.174994 98.0 19104 0.984852 533. 125732
5 7.500000 165.769207 166 •508484 i6.708252
5.975566 9.569_51 O. 149542 0°999888
10.369991 12.676822 0.986505 1787.98730
6 18.000000 135.253372 135.321167 5.6?3552
6.2.35375 0.000207 0.121441 0.990987
10.799988 -4.279350 0.9897_7 5265.51562
I09
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LONG BEACH DIVISION
CASE NO. TEST THURSDAY, APR lqt 1979
INLET TEST CASE WITH CENTERBODY I WAKE I PL- SYM. TYPE C ONE
FINAL OUTPUT COMPRESSIBLE SOLUTION
SYMMETRY PRINT OUTPUT -- REFLECTED ELEMr_NTS
SOLUTION FOR THE ON-BOOY ELEMENTS
N M XC VX VMAG VBAR
YC VY MACH EPSLO'I
ZC VZ P / PT AREA(FP)
5R 1 18. 000000 337.698686 337.698730 365.448975
5.196150 0.000251 0.305423 0.940487
O.O 0.000016 0.937355 81.746475
2 7.500000 305.956543 307.989746 266.1706545.n5766 -35.328491 o.278117 c.97oo#5
o.o 0.000064 0.947689 112.2368,6
3 t.500000 t02.910527 136.137a94 143.94sgts
7,534418 -89,123047 0,122176 G,991560
O.O 0,000050 0.989622 207,5360L1
4 1.500000 121.359207 160.543488 56.035858
10o132492 105.100464 0.144162 C.998T37
0,0 0.000053 0.985589 533,125732
5 7.500000 165.74q908 166.851410 16.70_252
II.951141 19.139160 0.149852 0.999888
O,O 0,000030 0,984440 1787.98730
6 18,000000 135,253296 135,253403 5,673552
12,4707_4 0,000963 0,171379 0,9999870.0 0.000008 0.98975B 5265.51567
6R 1 18.000000 337,698730 337,707766 365,448975
2,598075 0.000025 0.305431 0.940487
-4,500000 2,423139 0,937352 81,766475
2 7,500000 305,924072 307,004639 266,170654
2,857882 -17,662094 0,277214 0,970045
-4.949999 18.716110 0.948016 .112,236R16
3 i .500000 I02.799408 117. 608932 143.946915
3,767209 -44°513290 O. 105507 0.991 560
-6.524998 35.814651 0.992248 207.536011
4 1.500000 121,370483 164.622650 56.035858
5.066248 52.554977 0.147841 0.998737
-8.774994 -98°019104 0.984852 533.125732
5 7.500000 165.749374 166.508652 16.708252
5.975574 9.569556 0.149542 0.999888
-10.349991 -12.674834 0.984505 1787.98730
6 18°000000 135.253418 135.321228 5.673552
6.235385 0.000322 0.121441 0.999987
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CPU TIME CPU TIME
SUBROUTINES AT CALL AFTER RI:TURN CPU TIME
STATEMENT TO CALL PROG US EO
---------- -------- -----------
MAIN 0.000 16.590 16.590
REPAN 0.0 0.0 0.0
INPUT 0.035 0.632 0.597
VFORM 0.632 2.194 1.562
PSWISE 0.0 0.0 0.0
AFORM 2.194 2.564 0.370
COLSGL 2.564 3.233 0.668
FSLUTN 4.100 4.824 0.724
CRClSEC 4.895 7.853 2.958
FLPASG 7.886 8.501 0.bt5
COM PRO 0.0 0.0 0.0
ICMPRS 8.501 16.590 8.088
I UNIT IN S ECQNDS
------------------------------
..
••• END OF INPUT DATA. NORMAL PROGRAM TERMINATION.

















AFTER RETURN 110 TIME
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